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File:	 P25 RE - OS 

Subject:	 RECOMMENDATION REPORT 

Phase 1 Feasibility Analysis 
Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed-Use Centre 
Osmington Inc. 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road & Bovaird Drive 
Ward: 6 

Contact:	 Jill Hogan, Planning Project Manager, NW Brampton 

Overview: 

The purpose of this report is to analyze and respond to correspondence 
received from the circulation of the draft Official Plan Amendment that 
proposes to include the Osmington lands within the Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan. 

Osmington Inc. submitted an application to amend the City of Brampton's 
Official Plan and Zoning By-law and an application to amend the Region of 
Peel's Official Plan in support of a regional retail centre, office, hotel, higher 
density housing and community uses, at the north-west quadrant of 
Mississauga Road & Bovaird Drive West in the "Heritage Heights 
Community". No approved secondary plan is in force. 

In September 2010, a Status Report was forwarded to the Planning, Design 
and Development Committee that completed an initial evaluation of the 
Osmington proposal and outlined a three-phase planning approvals 
process to examine the feasibility of including the Osmington lands within 
the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. 

Staff were directed to report back on the results of the Phase 1 Feasibility 
Analysis, prior to initiating formal public consultation. 

Staff are seeking Council direction to proceed to a Statutory Public Meeting 
and also retain consultants to undertake a Retail Market Assessment and 
Planned Function Study to assess the impact of the proposal on 
Brampton's current and planned retail hierarchy. 
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Recommendations: 

1.	 THAT the staff report dated May 26, 2011 and entitled "Recommendation Report, 
Phase 1 Feasibility Analysis - Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed-Use Centre" be 
received; 

2.	 THAT staff be directed to present the attached draft Official Plan Amendment 
which advances a phased planning process for the Osmington lands to a 
Statutory Public Meeting; 

3.	 THAT staff be authorized, through the City's procurement policies, to retain 
consultants specializing in Retail Market and Planned Function Studies, to 
assess the impacts of Osmington's proposal on Brampton's current and planned 
retail hierarchy. The terms of reference for the market study shall include an 
assessment of the impact of the Osmington proposal on elements of the City's 
retail hierarchy in the Central Area and the City's Regional Commercial nodes; 

4. THAT the proposal for the advanced consideration of the "Greater North West 
Brampton Mixed-Use Regional Centre" lands not be considered at this time; 

5.	 THAT further consideration of the Osmington proposal be predicated on the 
funding and construction of Station Road east of Mississauga Road to connect 
with the Mount Pleasant GO Station; 

6.	 THAT staff be directed to report back to the Planning, Design and Development 
Committee with the results of the Statutory Public Meeting and advance a final 
recommendation on the attached draft Official Plan Amendment as modified, 
based on public input and the results of future studies; and, 

7. THAT a copy of this report be forwarded to the Clerk of the Region of Peel and 
Town of Halton Hills and to Credit Valley Conservation for their information. 

Background: 

In December 2006, OP93-245 was approved by the Ontario Municipal Board to expand 
the urban boundary of the Brampton Official Plan to include all of North West Brampton 
as future urban area. The Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan (located east of 
Mississauga Road) was identified as the first phase of development. The Mount 
Pleasant Secondary Plan is now in full force and the first block plan was approved by 
Council in March 2011. 

On December 7, 2009 a Status Report was presented to the Planning, Design and 
Development Committee and subsequently adopted by Council authorizing staff to 
initiate secondary planningfor the balance of North West Brampton known as the 
"Heritage Heights" lands (west of Mississauga Road). This process is currently 
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underway. These lands are currently designated: "Future Urban Development Area", 
"North West Brampton Policy Area" (NWBPA) and "Corridor Protection Area" in the 
Brampton Official Plan (see Figure 1). 

Osmington Inc. owns 35 hectares (88 acres) within the north-west quadrant of 
Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive West. These lands are located within the 
Huttonville North (Area 52) Secondary Plan, where no secondary plan is currently in 
place. The City has initiated secondary planning for the lands west of Mississauga 
Road and is in the early stages of the process. The Osmington lands are directly 
adjacent to the limits of the approved Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan (Area 51). 

Location Map: 

Osmington Inc. submitted an application to amend the City of Brampton's Official Plan 
to include their lands within the geographic boundary of the Mount Pleasant Secondary 
Plan (Area 51). The purpose of this amendment is to allow the Osmington proposal to 
be evaluated within the context of an approved secondary plan area recognizing the 
logical linkage between the Osmington lands and the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub. An 
application to amend the Region of Peel's Official Plan was also submitted. The 
Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) seeks a site-specific exemption from the 
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policies and related schedules dealing with the 'High Potential Mineral Aggregate 
Resource Area'. 

CURRENT SITUATION: 

Details of the Proposal: 

The development is based on a new retail concept known as a "hybrid" mall. This type 
of mall creates new recreational experiences by placing different programs, public 
spaces, and promenades in close proximity to each other. 

These new experiences are different from conventional malls. They build upon and 
combine concepts of lifestyle centres and main street retail configurations. Together 
with the cultural landscape of the area, the mixture of retail, recreation, commercial and 
residential uses generates a unique vision for the development. A public square is 
proposed as a feature central to the development that would be the setting for a wide 
variety of activities and events including: 

• amphitheatre for outdoor seating and performances;
 
• outdoor dining terraces; and,
 
• water play/ice skating. 

The proposed Regional Retail mixed-use development includes retail, office, hotel, open 
spaces, residential and community uses. The Regional Retail development proposes 
both an indoor shopping experience and an outdoor retail promenade with open spaces 
for pedestrian movement. The mixed-use development proposes medium to high 
density residential with a commercial and retail mix, office uses and a hotel. 

Planning Process: 

In September 2010, a Status Report was forwarded to the Planning, Design and 
Development Committee. The report presented an initial evaluation of the Osmington 
proposal based on location, the need for regional retail in North West Brampton, a 
preliminary Economic Impact Statement and environmental considerations. The report 
provided a general overview of the policies related to Corridor Protection and the North 
West Brampton Policy Area (shale protection) in the Official Plan. These policies 
currently apply to the lands west of Mississauga Road including Osmington. These 
policies must be considered when evaluating a development application for the subject 
lands. 

4 
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The staff reportoutlined a three-phase planning approvals process to examine the 
feasibility of including the Osmington lands within the approved Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan as a special policy area and included criteria to guide the evaluation of 
a development application. A draft Official Plan Amendment was attached to the report 
(See Appendix 'A') that set out the context for the processing of a development 
application, including the requirement for a further Official Plan Amendment before 
development could proceed. 

Phase 1 constitutes a feasibility analysis; Phase 2 will require detailed study 
assessments resulting in a further detailed Official Plan Amendment to establish specific 
land uses and a secondary plan policy framework; and Phase 3 involves the processing 
of detailed planning applications (i.e rezoning and site plan) necessary to support the 
Osmington development proposal. 

Staff were directed to circulate the draft Official Plan Amendment and report back to the 
Planning, Design and Development Committee with the results of the Phase 1 
Feasibility Analysis; prior to scheduling a statutory public meeting. 

Two possible outcomes were outlined for Phase 1: 

1.	 If it is determined it is not feasible to advance planning consideration for the 
Osmington proposal; staff will seek Council direction to abandon the draft Official 
Plan Amendment and not proceed to a statutory public meeting. Staff would then 
respond to the Osmington proposal within the context of the associated timelines 
for the completion of secondary planning in Heritage Heights. 

2.	 If it is determined that there is merit in proceeding with the planning process for 
the Osmington proposal, staff will seek Council direction to initiate the public 
consultation process and following the statutory public meeting advance a formal 
recommendation to Council on the attached draft Official Plan Amendment as 
modified, based on public input. 

The purpose of this report is to analyze and respond to correspondence received from 
the circulation of the draft Official Plan Amendment and determine if there is merit in 
proceeding to a statutory public meeting to further consider Osmington's proposal. 

The draft Official Plan Amendment was circulated to stakeholder groups including the 
North West Brampton Landowner Group and major shopping centre developers active 
in the Brampton area. Also, the draft Official Plan Amendment was circulated to the 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Peel Region, the Town of Halton Hills and 
Credit Valley Conservation. 
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Analysis of Correspondence: 

Comments received can be divided into the following categories for response: 

1.	 Requests for Early Planning Consideration: 

•	 MCN (Heritage)lnc, Heathwood Homes & Laidlaw (Apple Factory Lands) 
Request for Inclusion in Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan "The Greater 
North West Brampton Regional Centre Lands" 

•	 Metrus Development Inc. - request for early planning consideration 

2.	 Major Shopping Centre Developers; 

3.	 Guscon Enterprises; and, 

4.	 Public Agencies 

1.0 Additional Requests for Early Planning Consideration: 

1.1. Proposed Greater North West Brampton Regional Centre Lands: 

Heathwood Homes and MCN (Heritage) Inc. (a member of the Cortel Group of 
Companies) own approximately 70 acres of land immediately to the north of the lands 
owned by Osmington (see Figure 2). On November 18, 2010 both Heathwood and 
Cortel wrote to the City of Brampton in response to the request for comments on the 
Phase 1 feasibility analysis (see Appendix 'C'). The correspondence outlines general 
support for the Osmington development; provided that the land use planning, site 
design and infrastructure being advanced for the Osmington development include their 
lands. In addition, they believe that consideration should be extended to include lands 
at the immediate corner of Bovaird Drive West and Mississauga Road; better known as 
the Apple Factory. To this end, correspondence from the Apple Factory has also been 
submitted to the City (also contained within Appendix 'B'.) 

Although not requesting early planning consideration, Primont Homes, who own lands 
north of the CNR rail line, north of the Cortel and Heathwood lands submitted 
correspondence in support of Cortel and Heathwood's request (contained in Appendix 
'B'). 

Cortel Group and Heathwood Homes' Planning Rationale: 

Cortel and Heathwood claim that the planning rationale for the inclusion of their lands 
within the limits of the proposed draft Official Plan Amendment rests in the geographic 
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similarities of their lands to the Osmington lands in relation to the Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan. The correspondence indicates that, as with the Osmington lands, the 
Heathwood and Cortel Lands (and the Apple Factory) have the same characteristics 
outlined in the August 6, 2010 Osmington Status Report. Specifically: 

Heathwood and Cortel are of the opinion that the planning approach being 
contemplated for the Osmington proposal in the absence of an approved 
secondary plan can be utilized with respect to their lands and in doing so will 
result in comprehensive development constituting what they envisage as the 
"Greater North West Brampton Mixed-Use Regional Centre". 

1.2 Apple Factory 

Wellings Planning Consultants Inc. submitted written correspondence to the 
City in September 2010 and January 2011 (see Appendix 'B')on behalf of 
Cliff Laidlaw who owns approximately 3 hectares of land at the immediate 
northwest corner of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive, directly abutting 
the Osmington lands (see Map 2). These lands presently comprise of the 
"Apple Factory Country Market", an industrial warehouse building (self 
storage business), a commercial office building and two (2) residential 
dwellings; herein described as the "Apple Factory Lands". 

The correspondence cite concerns with the integration of the of the 
Osmington development with the Apple Factory lands in terms of land use, 
built form, site design and access indicating that access to the Apple Factory 
lands will most likely be gained through the Osmington parcel as opposed to 
having direct access to either Mississauga Road or Bovaird Drive. While not 
fundamentally opposed to the Osmington proposal, the January 2011 letter 
states that any planning consideration of the Osmington proposal should 
include the Apple Factory Lands. 

Staff Response: 

Staff are of the opinion that the development of the remaining lands west of 
Mississauga Road is not dependent upon the Osmington proposal. Staff see merit in 
evaluating the Osmington proposal through a phased process due to its unique nature 
and the functional economic and land use benefits it will offer to the Mount Pleasant 
Mobility Hub and the City of Brampton as a whole. 

Although Heritage Heights represents the largest future location for greenfield 
residential development in the City, it must also contribute to the City-wide need to 
accommodate 70,000 to 90,000 employment land jobs by 2031. The future 
employment lands within Heritage Heights will likely be targeted to attract higherorder, 
higher density employment uses. As part of the Secondary Plan Program for Heritage 
Heights, an Employment Implementation Study is being undertaken. The overall 
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strategic objective of this study is to identify the geographic location(s) of a sustainable 
employment land employment precinct(s) within the Heritage Heights Community. 

By allowing Heathwood and Cortel to proceed in advance of the remaining lands in the 
Heritage Heights Community, possible employment land opportunities could be 
precluded. The onus is then placed on the remaining lands in North West Brampton to 
accommodate a portion of the City-wide employment projections. Residential and 
mixed use development will be required in North West Brampton to meet population 
forecasts. However, there is no immediate need for this traditional form of development 
prior to a secondary plan being in place for Heritage Heights. 

In contrast, the Osmington proposal represents a unique development that warrants 
further exploration. It is important that a centre of this magnitude with unique character 
and composition is accommodated within the West Brampton Area and the opportunity 
is not lost to another municipality. 

For the above reasons, it is recommended that the draft Official Plan Amendment not be 
revised to include the Cortel and Heathwood lands. Although the Apple Factory lands 
are strategically positioned at the intersection of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive, 
no concept for development has been initiated by the owner. As such, the Apple Factory 
Lands should not be included at this time. 

Should the Osmington proposal be advanced, it will not be planned in isolation or 
preclude future development on adjacent lands. The Osmington proposal provides 
opportunity to integrate with adjacent lands in terms of future land use, built form, site 
design, layout of roads, access and servicing infrastructure. These opportunities should 
be considered and protected during all stages of the Osmington proposal review, 
regardless of the planning process. 

1.3 Metrus Developments Inc. 

On November 26, 2010, Metrus submitted correspondence to City of Brampton (see 
Appendix 'B'). Their letter confirms support for the Osmington proposal in advance of a 
secondary plan being in place west of Mississauga Road; citing synergies between the 
Osmington proposal and the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub that may warrant early 
planning consideration. 

Metrus owns approximately 200 acres west of Mississauga Road (see Figure 2) at the 
southerly limit of Secondary Plan Area 52 and have submitted development applications 
for a residential plan of subdivision on the southerly most 100 acres that are located 
outside of the North West Brampton Policy Area and Corridor Protection Area (City File 
C05W07.004). The northern 100 acres are within the North West Brampton Policy Area 
and Corridor Protection Area. 

Metrus indicates that, in their view, there are merits in advancing planning consideration 
for their lands in advance of the 2016 shale protection period, allowing them to develop 
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with their southerly Draft Plan as an extension to the Huttonville Community. Metrus 
states that although their northerly 100 acres are within the North West Brampton 
Policy/Corridor Protection Area, they are isolated from the broader Heritage Heights 
planning area by the Region of Peel's BramptonWest Reservoir and Pumping Station, 
as well as portions of the Greenbelt Area and a woodlot. 

Staff Response: 

The Metrus lands do not have a direct geographic relationship to the Osmington 
proposal or the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub. These lands are not within the context of 
the feasibility analysis in relation to adding the Osmington lands to the Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan. 

At this time, Metrus has not come forward with a development concept for their lands 
that are subject to the NW Brampton Policy Area/Corridor Protection Area. Lands on 
the east side of Mississauga Road in the Springbrook Community are under 
development and additional unplanned community service requirements have been 
identified in the area, including: 

• A French Catholic Secondary School; 
• A Place of Worship Site; and, 
• A Region of Peel Paramedic Station 

These community uses have not been designated on the east side of Mississauga 
Road. Although Metrus' request for planning advancement is outside the realm of the 
current analysis in relation to the Osmington proposal, there may be merit in further 
discussions in relation to the delivery of a "community services precinct" and 
implementing a similar phased process to assess the current policyconstraints on the 
Metrus lands that are subject to both corridor protection and the North West Brampton 
Policy Area 

The Metrus lands may have a stronger link to the established Huttonville Estates 
Community, Credit Valley and the Bram West Secondary Plan in general than the 
greenfield lands in Heritage Heights. In any event, the proposal must be carefully 
considered and thoroughly evaluated within the context of current policy constraints. 
The preclusion of potential employment land opportunities, shale protection and corridor 
protection issues must be evaluated and considered. 

2.0 Major Retail/Shopping Centres 

Comments have been received from the following major retailers: Morguard 
Investments Limited (owner of Bramalea CityCentre), 1388688 Ontario Limited (owner 
of Shoppers World Brampton), PL Ventures Limited, First Capital and Loblaw Properties 
Limited. Refer to Appendix 'B' for copies of the correspondence. 



The major retailers who submitted comments generally share the same concerns about 
the Osmington proposal. These concerns relate to timing and the integrity of the 
secondary plan process and the impact on existing retail hierarchy in the City of 
Brampton. 

2.1 Current Policy/Timing/lnteghty of Secondary Plan Process 

Major retailers express the opinion that the expansion of the Mount Pleasant Secondary 
Plan boundary to include the Osmington lands would result in a "piecemeal" approach 
to planning, undermining the comprehensive work done to create the Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan. They are also of the view that there is no basis on which to expand 
the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan other than to avoid the planning process that has 
been established for the North West Brampton Urban Development Area. Further, 
major retailers state that the Osmington proposal is premature as it would be in advance 
of a comprehensive land use planning exercise and phasing as established in ROPA 15 
and OP93-245 (Urban Boundary Expansion Official Plan Amendments). Concerns 
were raised about the Osmington lands being within the North-South Corridor Protection 
Area and North West Brampton Policy Area (shale protection). 

Staff Response: 

The City's planning process to evaluate Osmington's proposal will allow the proposal to 
be carefully considered and thoroughly evaluated. The draft Official Plan Amendment 
proposes to implement a policy framework to guide the processing of the development 
application within the context of an approved secondary plan. It does not establish a 
land use designation at this time. The proposed "Special Policy Area" designation will 
allowthe current policy framework (i.e. Corridor Protection and Shale Protection) to be 
evaluated as part of the plan review process including the requirement for a further 
Official Plan Amendment. 

The development of the remaining lands west of Mississauga Road is not dependent 
upon the Osmington proposal. As previously expressed by staff in the September 2010 
Status Report, the blending of the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub and the Osmington 
proposal should have functional economic and land use benefits. The Osmington lands 
are strategically located, naturally linked to transit provided by the Mount Pleasant 
Mobility Hub. 

2.2 Retail Hierarchy 

Major retailers have expressed concern in relation to the retail hierarchy of the City. In 
particular, Morguard Investments Limited (Morguard), in a letter dated November 11, 
2010 (see Appendix 'B') confirm their objection to advancing planning consideration for 
the Osmington proposal. Bramalea City Centre (BCC), 410 @ 7 Shopping Centre and 
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Rutherford and Steeles Business and Commercial Park properties are all managed by 
Morguard. 

Morguard's initial November 2010 letter indicates that the Osmington proposal and 
timelines outlined in the September 2010 Status Report would undermine the City's 
attempts to revitalize retail and office uses in Downtown Brampton and the Queen 
Street corridor. Further, the letter highlights that the capital investment of $185 million 
combined with a complete renovation of the existing mall reflects more than a $225 
million investment by the owners of Bramalea City Centre in the last several years. This 
significant capital investment was made in consultation with the City of Brampton and 
guided by the City's studies and Official Plan. In addition, the letter cites that Morguard 
will be submitting a formal application for further intensification of the BCC site. 

To this end, on April 28, 2011, Wood Bull LLP filed further correspondence on behalf of 
Morguard. This package includes a letter from Tate Economic Research dated April 12, 
2011, reviewing the retail market aspects of the proposed Osmington Regional/Mixed 
Use Centre (the "TER Review"). 

The TER Review concludes as that: 

"The development of the Osmington Regional Retail Centre, as proposed: 

•	 Is not adequately supported by the retail market demand and impact analysis; 
•	 Is not currently warranted and is therefore premature; 
•	 Will delay or preclude planned retailcentres in Mount Pleasant by usurping their 

retail support; and, 
•	 Should not be permitted to proceed in the expedited time frame as it would 

undermine the ability of Bramalea City Centre to achieve the planned additions of 
retail space in a timely manner" 

Loblaw, First Capital (landowner in Mount Pleasant), P&L Ventures (landowner in Mount 
Pleasant) and 1388688 Ontario Limited (owners of Shoppers World Brampton) cite 
similar concerns in their letters attached hereto in Appendix 'C\ 

Staff Response: 

Malone Given Parsons Ltd. (MGP) was retained by the City of Brampton to undertake a 
Retail Policy Review Study of the Brampton Official Plan. This study assessed 
Brampton Official Plan retail policies, examined the existing market context and 
expected demand over the study period to 2031. 

The MGP Study recommends that Brampton build upon the concept of making large 
scale commercial developments more urban. For future development, this means 
transit supportive locations that are closely integrated with surrounding communities, 
with more mixed use and more urban in design and configuration. 

11 
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Further, the MGP Study identifies the general locations for future Regional Retail to be 
identified in the Official Plan stating that although these locations are few in number, 
they affect numerous other land use planning, transportation and growth management 
decisions. 

The MGP Study identified North West Brampton and North East Brampton as the 
general area for future Regional Retail. As such, the 2006 Official Plan acknowledges 
the need to designate future retail hierarchies in North West Brampton and North East 
Brampton as part of the implementation of Secondary Plans. A District Retail Centre is 
proposed in the Highway 427 Industrial Secondary Plan (Area 47) in North East 
Brampton. No Regional Centre is currently proposed in North East Brampton. 

The MGP Study also states that the push to urban format "lifestyle centres" in the U.S. 
is a response to the desire for upscale, open air shopping districts that differ from the 
traditional enclosed suburban mall and power centre format retail. 

It would appear that the Osmington proposal does respond to the findings and 
recommendations contained within the MGP Study. The development is based on the 
"hybrid" mall or "lifestyle centre" concept; building upon and combining concepts of 
lifestyle centres and main street retail configurations. Further, its mix of uses and urban 
configuration is transit supportive and naturally linked to the transit opportunity provided 
by the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub. 

Major retailers have acknowledged that another regional retail centre will be designated 
in the City of Brampton. It is a question of time. The investment by companies like 
Morguard into the Central Area through improvements to the Bramalea City Centre is a 
valuable asset to the City of Brampton and certainly maintains the vision of the current 
Official Plan. 

The retail industry is changing. There are new stores and new formats. If not realized 
in Brampton, this segment may be provided in nearby municipalities resulting in 
potential loss of Brampton's share of this market. However, it is recognized that 
adverse impacts on the planned function of the City's retail/commercial structure as 
prescribed in the City's Official Plan should be avoided. As such, the Osmington draft 
Official Plan Amendment, circulated as part of the Phase 1 Feasibility analysis contains 
a policy reflecting this. 

Even so, based on the significant concerns received, Staff are recommending that this 
analysis be accelerated and recommend that the City retain consultants specializing in 
Retail Market and Planned Function Studies, to assess the impacts of Osmington's 
proposal on Brampton's current and planned retail hierarchy, especially in the context of 
the planned expansion of the Bramalea CityCentre, prior to a formal recommendation 
being made on the attached draft Official Plan Amendment (see Recommendation 3 of 
this Report). It is essential that the planned market entry of the Osmington proposal be 
properly phased such that sufficient residential population support is achieved without 
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compromising the viability of other major commercial centres including Bramalea City 
Centre and the Central Area. 

3.0 Guscon Enterprises Limited 

Cassels Brock Lawyers, who represent Guscon Enterprises Limited (Guscon), a large 
land owner in Heritages Heights submitted a letter dated March 17, 2011 (see Appendix 
'B'). The letter indicates that Guscon is opposed to moving the Osmington lands from 
the Heritage Heights Area to the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. Guscon is also 
opposed to the processing of the planning applications for the Osmington proposal 
outside the context of the preparation of the Secondary Plan for the Heritage Heights 
Area. 

Guscon engaged consultants to undertake a review of the technical reports submitted 
by Osmington. Based on this review, Guscon is of the opinion that the Osmington 
proposal is premature, for the following reasons: 

•	 It does not consider the land use relationship to its immediate neighbours; 
•	 The initial location and functional arrangements for the critical transportation 

infrastructure elements has not been determined; 
•	 It is in advance of any general land use layout consideration (including public 

input) for the Heritage Heights Area as a whole; and, 
•	 Insufficient consideration has been given to the retail commercial policies in the 

City's Official Plan. 

Staff Response: 

The concerns outlined by Guscon reflect concerns raised by major retailers. See 
section 2.1 & 2.2 of this report for Staff's response. 

4.0 Public Agencies 

Comments have been received from the Province through the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing, Region of Peel, Town of Halton Hills and Credit Valley 
Conservation. Both the Region of Peel and the Town of Halton Hills have also reported 
to their respective Councils. Correspondence and reports are contained within 
Appendix 'C to this report. 

4.1 Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH) 

Planning Staff met with MMAH in February 2011 to explain the Osmington proposal and 
the City's proposed planning process. Correspondence to the Region of Peel from 
MMAH and copied to the City of Brampton, dated May26, 2011 reiterates that the 
Region of Peel is the delegated planning approval authority on behalf of MMAH and has 
the responsibility of ensuring that its decisions are consistent with all provincial policies. 
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To assist with the Region's review, MMAH recommended some revisions to the draft 
Official Plan Amendment (See Appendix 'C') and notes that the Ministry of 
Transportation has initiated a formal Environmental Assessment process for the GTA 
West Corridor, highlighting that appropriate policies shall be put in place to protect 
future transportation corridors. 

Staff Response: 

City staff will continue working closely with Region of Peel staff during the review of the 
Osmington proposal. Suggested amendments to the draft Official Plan Amendment will 
be taken under advisement. The planning process identified in the attached draft 
Official Plan Amendment is intended to provide for the consideration of transportation 
corridor protection issues. 

4.2 Region of Peel Comments 

Correspondence from the Region of Peel dated November 26, 2010 outlines 
amendments required to the Regional Official Plan to implement Osmington's proposal 
to add their lands to the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. Further, it highlights current 
Region of Peel Official Plan policies including Transportation Corridor Protection and 
the North West Brampton Policy Area (Protection of Shale Resources), high-level 
Subwatershed Study comments and servicing comments. The letter recommends that 
the Region of Peel and City of Brampton explore issues and the timing of the related 
planning process collectively through further discussions. 

In a report to Regional Council dated January 4, 2011, Peel Staff updated Council on 
the status of the Osmington proposal and recommended not to proceed to Public 
Meeting on the Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) until at least Phase 2 of the 
City's process for the Local Official Plan Amendment. 

Staff Response: 

City staff will continue to coordinate the City's review and consideration of the 
Osmington proposal with Region of Peel staff in parallel with their consideration of the 
associated Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA). 

4.3 Town of Halton Hills Comments 

Planning staff from the Town of Halton Hills forwarded a report on November 23, 2010 
to Halton Hill's Council. 

The report recommended that staff continue to monitorthe three phase planning 
process proposed for Osmington and report to Council on any matters that may have 
implications for the Town. 
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Halton Hills staff are concerned that development approval on the subject lands could 
jeopardize the integrity of the Environmental Assessment Process for the Halton Peel 
Boundary Area Transportation Study (HPBATS); indicating that it is premature to 
remove the subject property from Corridor Protection in advance of the completion of 
Phases 3 and 4 of HPBATS. 

The report also raised concerns relating to existing and proposed infrastructure, 
exclusive of the North South Corridor and its ability to support the proposed 
development. 

Further, concerns are raised in relation to Halton Hills existing and planned commercial 
hierarchy. W. Scott Morgan has been retained by Halton Hills to conduct a broad 
overview of the implications of the proposed Osmington Regional Centre in Brampton 
on Halton Hills. The report also highlights the policy framework related to the protection 
of shale indicating that comments should be sought from Peel Region and the Province. 

Staff Response: 

The issues raised by Halton Hills are similar to the issues raised by City Staff and other 
stakeholders. The planning process identified in the attached draft Official Plan 
Amendment is intended to provide for the consideration of such issues. 

4.4 Credit Valley Conservation Comments 

In a letter dated November 5,2010 (see Appendix *) CVC indicates that although it is 
their preference that the Natural Heritage System (NHS) and management strategies for 
West Huttonville Creek be developed through the Heritage Heights Subwatershed 
Study, CVC expects that either option will result in the designation of a NHS and 
provide management strategies to protect, enhance and restore the system based on a 
subwatershed study completed as part of any OPA affecting this site. 

Staff Response: 

Issues raised around the environmental planning process and its coordination with the 
proposed phased planning process for Osmington will be further considered by City 
staff in consultation with Credit Valley Conservation staff. 

15 
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ADDITIONAL ISSUES: 

Station Road: 

On March 7, 2011 a statutory public meeting was held at the City of Brampton for a 
proposed draft plan of subdivision submitted by Mattamy (Credit River) Limited 
(C04W11.006). The purpose of this application is to establish a road network in the 
vicinityof the Mount Pleasant GO Station and define the size and shape of various 
development blocks (see concept plan in Appendix 'D'). 

This road network includes a proposed extension of Station Road across Huttonville 
Creek to connect to Mississauga Road. This would provide a critical connection from 
the Osmington lands to the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub. The Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan Subwatershed Study has identified this particular section of Huttonville 
Creek as Redside Dace fish habitat, an Endangered Species under Provincial 
Legislation requiring stringent measures to protect its habitat and long term survival. 
The environmental issues associated with the extension of Station Road over 

Huttonville Creek must be reviewed and associated studies and details approved prior 
to the bridge construction. 

Station Road would serve as a critical link from the Osmington lands to the Mount 
Pleasant Mobility Hub. The connection is not required to serve the proposed 
development east of Mississauga Road. Therefore, it would be appropriate that full 
funding for the bridge crossing over West Huttonville Creek and the extension of Station 
Road to Mississauga Road and beyond to the Osminton property be the responsibility of 
Osmington Inc. and form part of that approval. 

CONCLUSION: 

Based on the comments received, staff are of the opinion that there is merit in 
proceeding with presenting the Osmington draft Official Plan Amendment at a Statutory 
Public Meeting. 

Further, in response to concerns raised by other major retailers and as outlined in this 
report, staff are recommending that the City retain consultants specializing in Retail 
Market and Planned Function Studies, to assess the impacts of Osmington's proposal 
on Brampton's current and planned retail hierarchy. This study will provide an impartial 
review and is imperative to present a well informed, comprehensive recommendation to 
Council. 

Following the Statutory Public Meeting, staff will advance a formal recommendation to 
Council on the attached draft Official Plan Amendment as modified, based on public 
input. 

16 
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Additional comments and Agency comments will be responded to after the Statutory 
Public Meeting in the Recommendation Report. This future Recommendation Report 
will conclude Phase 1 of the Council endorsed planning process for Osmington. 

Respectfull 

Adrian Smith/, MCIP, RPP i^tt, MCIP, RPI 
Director, Planning Policy & Growth imissioner, Planning, Design 
Management and Development 

Attachments: 

Appendix A: Draft Official Plan Amendment 
Appendix B: Stakeholder Comments 
Appendix C: Public Agency Comments 
Appendix D: Concept Plan - Mattamy (Credit River) Limited 
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Appendix 'A' 

Draft Official Plan Amendment 
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To Adopt Amendment Number OP2006 
to the Official Plan of the
 

City of Brampton Planning Area
 

The Council of The Corporation of the City of Brampton, in accordance with the 

provisions of the Planning Act. R.S.0.1990, c.P. 13, hereby ENACTS as 

follows: 

1.	 Amendment Number OP2006 - to the Official Plan of the Cityof 

Brampton Planning Area is hereby adopted and made part of this by-law. 

READ a FIRST, SECOND and THIRD TIME, and PASSED in OPEN COUNCIL, 
this day of 2010. 

SUSAN FENNELL - MAYOR 

PETER FAY - CLERK 

Approved as to Content: 

Adrian Smith, MCIP, RPP 
Director, Planning Policy & Growth 
Management 

P25RE 
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AMENDMENT NUMBER OP2006 

TO THE OFFICIAL PLAN OF THE 

CITY OF BRAMPTON PLANNING AREA 

1.0	 Purpose: 

The amendment proposes to identify the lands shown outlined on Schedule 'A' to 
this amendment as a 'Special Policy Area' in the Brampton Official Plan and to 

add these lands into the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan (Area 51). The 

purpose ofthe Special Policy Area is to establish specific criteria toguide the 
processing ofa development application for thesubject lands in absenceofan 
approved secondary plan west of Mississauga Road. 

2.0	 Location: 

The lands subject to this amendment are located within the north-west quadrant 
of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive West in thearea known as the Heritage 
Heights Community. The subject property has frontage ofabout 370metres 
along Bovaird Drive West and is legally described as Part of Lot 11, Concession 
5, W.H.S. in the City of Brampton. 

3.0	 Amendments and Policies Relative Thereto: 

3.1	 The document known as the Official Planof the City of Brampton Planning 

Area is hereby amended: 

(1)	 by adding to Schedule "A" General Land Use Designations thereto, 
a Special Policy Area designation and identifying the land as shown 
on Schedule 'A' to this amendment as "Special Policy Area 11"; 

(2)	 by revising Schedule "G" Secondary Plan Areas, thereto the 
boundaries of the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan (Area51) and 

the Huttonville North Secondary Plan (Area 52) as shown on 

Schedule 'B' to this amendment; 

(3)	 by adding to Section 4.13.3.13 the heading "Special Land Use 
Policy Area 11: Osmington (Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga 
Road and Bovaird Drive)" and the following policies: 

http:4.13.3.13
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4.13.3.13.1	 A proposal has been submitted to the Cityof Brampton for 

the development of a Regional Commercial Centre; including 

a hotel, offices and multiple residential housing at the 

northwest quadrant of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive. 

The subject lands are strategically located adjacent to the 

Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub. The proposed development of 

the subject property incorporates the principles of transit 

oriented development and includes a significant employment 

component. In response to the substantial benefits, these 

lands have been added to the Mount Pleasant Secondary 

Plan (Area 51)boundary with the following specific policy 
framework required to ensure all appropriate matters are 

considered when the lands are developed. 

4.13.3.13.2	 In evaluating a further amendment to this plan to implement 

a development application for the Osmington lands, the 

following elements shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction 

of the City of Brampton: 

i)	 Thatthe proposed development will be integrated into the 
City's transit oriented strategic objectives and that there is 
sufficient transportation capacity in the proposed transitand 
road network prior to the completion of the North-South 
Transportation Corridor; 

ii)	 Thatthe development will be planned in accordance with the 
principles ofa transit oriented development, including 
superior urban design and built form that integrates with the 
overall planning for the balance of the lands west of 
Mississauga Road, including the lands at the northwest 
intersection of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive West; 

iii)	 Thatthe proposed development can provide for the 
protection of property to facilitate the planning and 
development of the North-South Transportation Corridor; 

iv)	 That sufficient rationale is provided tosatisfactorily 
demonstrate appropriateness for the removal of the shale 
protection policy for the subject lands in advance of the2016 
horizon yearas set out by Section 4.14.4 of this Plan; 

v)	 That sufficient environmental study and environmental 
protection measures can be taken toprotect natural heritage 
features and address storm water management in advance 
ofthe completion ofa subwatershed studyfor the landswest 
of Mississauga Road; and, 
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vi)	 That the proposed development will provide satisfactory 
contribution towards achieving the employment targets set 
out for North West Brampton and City-wide. 

(4)	 by adding to the listof amendments pertaining to Secondary Plan 

Area Number 51 : Mount Pleasant as set out in Part II: Secondary 

Plans, Amendment Number OP2006- . 

3.2	 The document known as the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan, being 

Chapter 51 of Part II of the City of Brampton Official Plan as amended is 

herby further amended: 

1)	 By revising the boundaries ofSchedule 51(a) to add the subject lands into 
the secondary plan area; designating the property as the "Osmington 

Special Policy Area". 

2)	 By adding the following new policy as Section 5.2.1.9 "Osmington Special 

Policy Area": 

"The processing of a development application for the subject 

lands will be guided inaccordance with the policy framework 

established in Section 4.13.3.13 of the Official Plan." 

Approved as to Content: 

Adrian Smith, MCIP, RPP
 
Director, Planning Policy and Growth
 
Management
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EXTRACT FROM SCHEDULE A(GENERAL LAND USE DESIGNATIONS) OF THE CITY OF BRAMPTON OFFICIAL PLAN 

AREA SUBJECT 
TO THIS 
AMENDMENT 

CORRIDOR 
PROTECTION 
AREA 

N-W BRAMPTON 
URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT 

1.2.3 
4.9,151 

SPECIAL LAND USE POLICY AREA 

MAJOR ROAD OPEN SPACE 
AREA 

APPEALED TO 

PROVINCIAL GREENBELT 
AREA/PROTECTED COUNTRYSIDE 

LOCAL ROAD UTILITY THE OMB 

MAJOR RESIDENTIAL CEMETERY CITY LIMIT 

WATERCOURSE 

OP AMENDMENT OP2006#g BRAMPTON 
bronco Flower City SCHEDULE 'A' 
PLANNING. DESIGN& DEVELOPMENT 

DRAFT 
Date:2010/05/17 Drawn By:RD 
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EXTRACT FROM SCHEDULE G (SECONDARY PLAN AREAS) OFTHE CITY OFBRAMPTON OFFICIAL PLAN 

AREA SUBJECT TO SPA 52 RAILWAYSPA 44 
THIS AMENDMENT 

SPA 45 SPA 53
SPA 29 

SPA 51 STREETS
SPA 40 

OP AMENDMENT OP2006#SI BRAMPTON 
SCHEDULE 'B'to^Mu. Flower City 

PLANNWG,DESIGN &DEVELOPMENT 

DRAFT 
Date: 2010/05/17 Drawn By.RD 
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LEGEND 
ROAO NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE RECREATIONAL OPEN SPACE OTHER 

Arterial Road 

Transit Spne Collector Road 
ColKlor Road 

Potential Connection 

NATURAL HERITAGE SYSTEM 

TransCanada Gas Pippin* 
CNR Rail Lira 

Grade Separation 

GO Layover Factty 

". 

" 

' 

T 

City Park 

Local Parti 

Parke tie 

Town Square 

ho: Heritage Resource Designaeon under 
the Ontario Hentage Act 
Heritage Resource Usled on the City of 
Brampton Register o! Heritage 
Properties 

Natural Hentago System Araa Stormwater Management Fac*ty 
V Vest Pocket Maed Use Area 

RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIONAL 
RETAIL 

LowfMednjm Density 
Medkim Censity 

M 

Pubic Junior Elementary School Sue 

Public Senior Elementary School Site 

Separate Elementary School Site 

« 

eve 

Datnct Retail 

Convenence Retail 

Motor Vehicle Ccmmercal 
• 

Property Lines 
Norva Farm SupplySpecial Poicy Araa 
Peel Poace Assodaacn Special Pofccy 
Area 

Pubec Secondary School See 
Separate Secondary School Site D 

Larrfs to be Added to Secondary Plan 
Area 51 (Mount Pleasant Secondary 
p.-..-. and k) be Identified as the 

HI Place of Worship 'Osrrunolcn Special Poicy Area' 
Area Subject to This Amendment 

NOTES: 

1 Theland usedesgnations areconceptual only, andwitBefurther retired through thecompietion oltheblock planapproval process 

2 The delated design/abgnmem olthe coiedor roads, and the Transit Sp«iCoiector Road are tobedetermned through Me integrated EA process aspari olthe block amendment and suodrvruon 
approval process. 

3 The Heritage Resource Desgnations onthis schedule may berelocated orremoved without theneed tor anamendment 

4 The Neighbourhood Park designations represent approbate locations which wit be Unekzed through the Block Plan approval process The final type of Neighbourhood Park (Local. Town Square
Parkene orVest Pocket) as reflected inthepoioesolthis plan, shaa also bedetermined Inrougri theMock plan process 

41 BRAMPTON OP AMENDMENT OP2006#_ 
"72 Flower Gly SCHEDULE 'CNNING. DESIGN 1 DEVELOPMENT 

DRAFT 
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Request for Early Planning Consideration
 

Correspondence
 

Loopstra Nixon LLP, on behalf of Cortel Group & Heathwood Homes, 
December 13, 2010 (includes letters from Cortel and Heathwood 
dated November 18, 2011) 

Wellings Planning Consultants Inc., on behalf of the Apple Factory, 
January 4, 201-T 

Primont Homes, December 21, 2011 

Metrus Development Inc., November 26, 2011 
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Quinto M. Annibale* 
*Quinto Annibale Professional Corporation 

Direct Line: 416-748-4757 

K-mail: qiinnibulc4lloonix.com 

December 13,2010 

By E-Mail 

City of Brampton
 
2 Wellington Street West
 
Brampton, Ontario
 
L6Y4R2
 

Attention:	 Mr. John Corbett, Commissioner Planning Design & Development
 
Ms. Jill Hogan, Planning Project Manager - North West Brampton
 
- and -


Mr. Peter Fay, City Clerk
 

Dear Sirs: 

Re:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment 
Proposed Osmington Regional Rctail/Mixed-Use Centre 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive 
Part of Lot 11, Concession 5. W.H.S. 
10124 Mississauga Road 
City File: P25 RE & COSW11.004 

I act on behalf of Heathwood Homes ("Heathwood"), a member of the Heron 
Group of Companies and MCN (Heritage) Inc., a member of the Cortel Group of 
Companies ("Cortel"). Heathwood and Cortel own properties located immediately to the 
north of the lands owned by Osmington at the northwest corner of Bovaird Drive West 
and Mississauga Road in the City of Brampton (see Attachment No.l). My clients' lands 
are located within the limits of the Huttonville North Secondary Plan (Area 52). The 
Huttonville North Secondary Plan forms part of the Heritage Heights Planning District. 

I have been retained to provide advice with respect to the planning and 
development of my clients' lands in the contextof the Application filed by Osmington. 
have reviewed the August 6, 2010 City of Brampton Staff Report prepared in connection 

I 
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with the proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixcd-Usc Centre. Thank you for this 
opportunity provide formal inputintothe Application review process. 

By way of preliminary notification, please be advised that my clients are in the 
process ofpreparing to file formal Draft Plan ofSubdivision Applications, and associated 
Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment Applications to the City of Brampton and 
Regionof Peel, as appropriate. 

Previous Submissions 

On November 18, 2010 both Heathwood and Cortel wrote to the City of 
Brampton providing comments on the proposed Osmington Regional Rctail/Mixed-Use 
Centre (see Attachments No. 2 & 3). The correspondence filed by my clients outlines 
their general support for the Osmington development, provided that the land use 
planning, site design and infrastructure being advanced for the Osmington development 
includes their lands. In addition, they believe that consideration should be extended to 
including the lands located at the immediate comer of Bovaird Drive West and 
Mississauga Road; lands better known as the Apple Factory. 

Additional Input 

The purpose of this letter is to expand upon those previous submissions by 
providing further details regarding the planning of the overall neighbourhood. My clients 
support the development of a Mixed-Use Neighbourhood which integrates land uses and 
infrastructure in a comprehensive and technically implemcntable manner. They believe 
that the current Osmington Plan as illustrated on page G3-19of the City PlanningReport 
requires further consideration with regard to: 

•	 Transportation Network Planning; including - the location of Station Road, the 
role and function of public roads, the location and number of intersections on 
Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive West, and the potential location of the 
North-South Transportation Corridor. 

•	 Environment Stormwatcr Management and Infrastructure; including - the location 
of Stormwater Management Ponds, the size of the NHS Corridor, and the 
dispositionof woodlands and wetlands. 

•	 Other Planning and Design Issues; including - the relationship between adjacent 
lands to the north and south as impacted by the road network, the location and 
densityof residential land uses,and other detaileddesign considerations. 

Consideration must be given to ensure that infrastructure is properly planned and 
implemented taking into consideration the existing and future proposed road network, 
land uses, the Natural Heritage System, the Mississauga Road EA, access to the 
Heathwood lands, and the potential location of the North-South Transportation Corridor. 
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My clients arc of the opinion that in order to ensure that the proposed Mixed-Use 
Regional Centre Neighbourhood is properly designed, any future proposed Official Plan 
Amendment needs to include my clients' lands, along with the Osmington properties and 
the Apple Factory. 

Preliminary Conceptual Plan 

A preliminary Conceptual Plan has been prepared illustrating the proposed limits 
of what Heathwood and Cortel envisage as a Greater NWB Mixed-Use Regional Centre 
(see Attachment No.4). The potential location of future proposed Station Road and the 
Mississauga Road Overpass of the CNR have been factored into the preparation of the 
Conceptual Plan. 

Based on recent dialogue with Planning staff, I understand that no detailed design 
work has been undertaken in connection with the Osmington site and as such there will 
be ample opportunity in the future to work on an integrated land use plan which will 
determine the range and disposition of land uses, as well as important design 
considerations. 

Planning Rationale 

The planning rationale for the inclusion of the Heathwood and Cortel lands within 
the limits of the proposed draft Official Plan aAmcndment is articulated in large part 
within the City of Brampton's August 6, 2010 Status Report on the Osmington Regional 
Rctail/Mixed-Use Centre. More specifically, as with the Osmington lands, the 
Heathwood and Cortel Lands (and theAppleFactory) are: 

•	 Located directly adjacent to the limits of the recently approved Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan(j\rea 51). 

•	 Envisaged to be developed for a variety of land uses including possibly 
commercial, low, medium and higher density residential, community uses and 
open space. 

•	 A logical linkage between the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub and the lands located 
immediately to the west of Mississauga Road, bound by Bovaird Drive West, 
Mississauga Road, the CNR and the mid-concession point between Mississauga 
Road and Heritage Road (coinciding with a candidate location for the North-
South Transportation Corridor). 

•	 Located within the west branch of the Huttonville Creek Subwatershed which is 
part of the Subwatershed Study Area for the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. 

•	 Strategically located and naturally linked to the transit opportunity provided by 
the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub and GO Station. 

•	 Potentially isolated from the remaining lands located west of Mississauga Road 
by virtue of the location of the existing CNR and potential alignment of the 
North-South Transportation Corridor. 

•	 Valuable in the planning and development of a unique Regional Centre and 
Neighbourhood. 
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•	 Located within the North-South Corridor Protection Area and may represent a 
suitable and necessaryseparation distance between two (2) major roads. 

•	 Challenged (similarly to Osmington) from a possible shaleexcavation perspective 
since the lands in the vicinity of the proposed Greater NWB Regional Mixed-Use 
Centre are surrounded by major existing and proposed transportation and 
infrastructure features which effectively landlock the Shale Resource in this area. 

Concluding Remarks 

Heathwood and Cortel are of the opinion that the planning approach being 
contemplated by the Osmington proposal in the absence of an approved Secondary Plan 
can be utilized with respect to their lands as well and doing so will result in the best 
possible planning being undertaken for the comprehensive development of the lands 
constitutingwhat they envisage as the Greater NWB Mixed-Use Regional Centre. 

On behalf of Heathwood and Cortel, thank you for this opportunity to provide 
input. In accordance with the requirements of the Planning Act, we respectfully request 
notification of all future Planning Committee, Public and Council Meetings held in 
connection with the Osmington Application and/or municipally initiated proposals to 
expand the limits of the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area. In this same regard, we 
would also request notification ofall PlanningCommittee and Council Decisions. 

Yours truly, 

LOOPSTRA NIXON LLP 

Per: 

QuintoM. Annibale 
QMA/rs 

cc Mario Cortellucci, Cortel Group 
cc PeterCortellucci, Cortel Group 
cc Luka Kot, Cortel Group 
cc Grant Simpson, Heathwood Ilomes 
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CORTEL GROUP 

November 18,2010 

Jill Hogan 
Planning Project Manager - North WestBrampton 
Planning Design and DevelopmentDepartment 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton,Ontario 
J.6Y 4R2 

RE:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/ Mixed Use Centre 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Roadand Bovaird Drive 
Part of I>ot 11, Concession 5, WH.S. 
10124 Mississauga Road 
P25 RE &C05W11.004 

I am sending this letter on behalf of MCN (HERITAGE) Inc. located at Concession 
5 W.H.S. Pt. Lots 12 & 13 with regard to the proposed Osmington Regional Retail / Mixed 
Use Centre. While we arc generally supportive of this proposal, we would like to list some 
of our concerns on record, primarily to the proposed three stage planning process and the 
draft Official Plan Amendment that proposes to add the Osmington lands into the Mount 
Pleasant Secondary Plan (Area 51) as a Special Policy Area. 

The process which the City proposes to undertake while also evaluating the 
feasibility of having such an inclusion is fully supported by us; however we arc of the belief 
that theland which is to be evaluated should beexpanded. '1"he phase 1 portionof the City's 
proposed work plan should be expanded to include all of the lands bound by Bovaird Drive 
West, Mississauga Road, the Canadian National Railway (CNR) and the Mid-concession 
point between Mississauga Road and Heritage Road (Please see map attached). We are only 
suggesting that the smaller triangular shaped parcel (approximately 20 acres), east of the mid 
concession point, north of the Heathwood Lands, and south of the CNR should be 
included. The MCN and 1Icathwood lands, alongside the Osmington lands form a distinct 
area separated by the above mentioned physical barriers to create a separate planning district 
and unique neighbourhood, (the "Greater Osmington Area") 
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The proximity of the MCN lands to the Osmington site would suggest there is a 
high interdependence between the parcels. The lands in the Greater Osmington Area are 
located in the Huttonville Creek subwatershed, share a tributary off of Huttonville Creek 
and its related habitat, have a TCPL easement, and will rely on common access from 
NGssissauga Road and Bovaird Drive, along with other development issues. 

We believe that expanding the scope of the land (approximately 50 net developable
acres) to be included as part of the Osmington application would be beneficial to the 
proponent as well as the City. This will allow the City of Brampton to effectively and 
comprehensively plan this dynamic mixed use centre witrr the full range of office, 
commercial and residential uses as proposed by the Osmington application, within North 
West Brampton, Additionally this will ensure that the immediate surrounding lands are not 
sterilized orprejudiced in anyway. 

The MCN lands could not be planned for and ultimately developed effectively
without ensuring that all of the important and direcdy related issues such as transportation,
environment, servicing and land use compatibility arc propedy addressed at this point in the 
process. Furthermore the City of Brampton Staff Report suggests that the Osmington
lands are strategically located adjacent to the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub. We are of the 
opinion that this would apply to the lands immediately surrounding the Osmington lands 
(MCN land included) Subsequendy we suggest the draft Official Plan Amendment 
referenced within the City's status report be amended to encompass the MCN and 
Heathwood lands to allow for the proper and comprehensive planning for this unique and 
distinctneighbourhood. 

We are contemplating the filing ofan Official Plan amendment and Zoning By-I^w

amendment application with the City of Brampton and we would like to ask for the
 
opportunity to further explore this possibility with City staff. Additionally we would
 
respectfully request to be provided with notification in regard to any new developments with
 
the Osmington application. Please contact me at the undersigned if you have any questions
 
comments and or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Luka Kot, RU.R.P1 
Planning &Development 

cc Mario Cortellucci, Prcsidenr, Cortel Group 
cc Peter Cortellucci, Cortel Group 
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HEATHWOOD
 

November 18,2010 

Gty of Brampton 
Planning Design and Development Department 
2 Wellington Street West 

Brampton, Ontario 
L5Y4R2 

Attention:	 Jill Hogan
 

Planning Project Manager - North West Brampton
 

Re:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment
 
Osmington Centre
 

NW Quadrant of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive
 

We are writing in response to your request for comments on the Osmington proposal and City Status 
report dated August 6,2010. 

The Heathwood lands are located immediately to the north of the Osmington lands. Our parcel is 48 ac/s 
in size and runs from Mississauga Road to the western edge of the Osmington woodlot. We share a 
common boundary along Osmington's entire north property limit ( see attached City map 2 with 
notations). 

The Heathwood and Osmington lands, along with a smaller triangular shaped parcel owned by the 
Cortel Group, form a distinct area separated from surrounding lands by Bovaird Drive to the south, 
Mississauga Road to the east, the rail line to the north, and the western edge of the Osmington woodlot 
being a logical limit of any north/ south corridor. These physical barriers isolate this area from 
surrounding lands and create a distinct and separate planning district ( the "Osmington 
Neighbourhood"). 

The lands in this Osmington Neighbourhood are located in the same Huttonville Creek subwatershed, 
share a branch of Huttonville Creek and related habitat, have a TCPL easement running centrally 
through the sites, and rely on common access from Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive, along with 
many other linked development Issues. 

The individual parcels within this area have many common planning and infrastructure concerns that 
must be properly addressed in a comprehensive manner. Suitable public road access, internal public 
road circulation, appropriate land uses, storm water drainage and ponds. Natural Heritage systems, 
environmental planning, preservation of creek habitat etc must be addressed for the Osmington 
Neighbourhood as a whole for proper planning and community design. 

Continued.-.. 

2-S YoridindBlvd.. Suix 100. T& 4! 3-490-1ICO v/vm> hctthv/ood.com 

Toronto, cn. M2J i//9 Fax:4iS-4S0-l£G1 A ntmbsr of ;he H&oc Group of Campania 

http:hctthv/ood.com
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The additional area for this Osmington Neighbourhood is only approximately 50 ac's of net 
development land plus open space, ponds and buffers, and makes for a rational and complete planning 
unit 

We are generally supportive of the Osmington development moving forward and believe it is positive 
for theCity ofBrampton and thedeveloping community in north-west Brampton, however our support 
is based onthe land use planning, site design and infrastructure being done in a comprehensive manner 
for the Osmington Neighbourhood including our lands. To this end we request that the draft Official 
Plan Amendment from the City's status report beamended to encompass the Heathwood lands to allow 
forproper andcomprehensive planning forthis unique and distinct area. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide ourInput. We look forward to working with the City and our 
adjoining neighbours towardsa successful development 

Yours truly, 
Heathwood 

/ 

ccJohnCorbezt, Commissioner Planning, Design and Development 
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January 4, 2011 

Mr. John Corbett, MCIP, RPP 
Commissioner of Planning, Design and Development Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, ON 
L6Y 4R2 

Dear Mr. Corbett: 

Re:	 Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road & Bovaird Drive 
City File No.: P25 RE 
Our File No.: 2010/13 

This is further to our September 2, 2010 correspondence to Is. Hogan and Mr. 
Waters of your Department (see attached). 

My client owns approximately 2.95 hectares (7.3 acres) of land at the northwest 
corner of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive (Highway No. 7) which directly 
abut the Osmington lands. These lands presently comprise of the "Apple 
Factory", an industrial warehouse building (self storage business), a commercial 
office building and two (2) residential dwellings. 

We have been monitoring the progress of the Osmington proposal and have 
reviewed the various correspondences filed with the City. We note that the letters 
filed by Cortel Group and Heathwood Homes both dated November 18, 2010 
speak to the desire to expand the area of consideration (i.e. beyond the 
Osmington lands) rather than dealing with Osmington in isolation of the 
surrounding lands. It is my planning opinion that my clients lands are most 
affected should Osmington be considered independently. It stands to reason that 
access to my client's lands will ultimately be gained through the Osmington 
parcel as opposed to having direct access to either Mississauga Road or Bovaird 
Drive. As previously conveyed, my client is very concerned with the integration of 
the Osmington development with their lands in terms of land use, built form, site 
design and access. 

While we are not fundamentally opposed to the Osmington proposal, we firmly 
believe that any planning consideration of the Osmington proposal must include 
my client's lands. This makes good planning sense and fosters appropriate and 
comprehensive community planning. The Osmington lands in our view should not 
be planned or advanced in isolation of the adjacent lands. 

564 Emenrfd Stoeei - Burlington ON 
f 905 681 1/69 - F 905 68! 8741 
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We lookforward to further dialogue with City staff. We request notification of any 
future dealings involving the Osmington proposal including notice of any public 
open houses, public meetings and/or meetings of Committee and Council. We 
would also request notice(s) of decision regarding any Planning Act approvals. 

Ifyou have any questions or wish to discuss further, please advise. 

Yours truly, 
WELLINGS PLANNING CONSULTANTS INC. 

Glenn J. Wellings, MCIP, RPP. 

Jill Hogan/David Waters, Planning, Design and Development Department 
Cliff Laidlaw, 1033869 Ontario Limited 
Bert Arnold. Arnold & Foster 

Colin Chung, Glen Schnarr and Associates 

http:WelookforwardtofurtherdialoguewithCitystaff.We
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December 21, 2010 

Jill Hogan 
Planning Project Manager - North West Brampton 
Planning Design and Development Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

RE:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive 
Part of Lot 11, Concession 5, W.H.S. 
10124 Mississauga Road 
City File No. P25 RE &C05W11.004 

We are writing in response to your request for comments on the Osmington proposal and City 
Status report dated August 6. 2010. 

778374 Ontario Ltd., a subsidiary of Primont Homes, owns lands located within Con 5 WHS PT 
Lot 12, in the City of Brampton, Regional Municipality of Peel. This parcel is 26 acres in size and 
is located north of the CNR rail line on thewest side ofMississauga Road. Primont also owns 3 
other properties within the Heritage Heights Secondary Plan area. Primont also owns lands 
within the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan area and is an active participant in the Mount 
Pleasant Secondary Plan, Block Plan 51-1 and Heritage Heights Landowner Groups. 

We are generally supportive of the Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre development
moving forward, as well as the feasibility study that the City wishes to undertake in regards to 
the inclusion of these lands in the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. In addition to what is stated 
in the Phase 1work program, we are aware of the request by the Cortel Group and Heathwood 
Homes to include the immediate surrounding landholdings. bounded by Bovaird Drive West, 
Mississauga Road, the Canadian National Railway (CNR) and the Mid-concession point
between Mississauga Road and Heritage Road, within the study area, and are generally 
supportive of an enlarged study area. 

We note that if the appropriate studies have been completed and with the necessary
infrastructure in place that defines a sub area it is reasonable to consider development
approvals for certain areas in advance of the Secondary Plan approval. 

Expanding the scope of the Osmington application to include these additional land parcels, and 
creatinq a"Greater Osmington Neighbourhood/Area" will allow many common and shared 
planning and infrastructure concerns to be addressed in acomprehensive manner. There are a 
variety of issues that will need to be reviewed, including but not limited to. 

. Public road access and circulation including broader network connectivity; 

„ UNrri, RurilMONDHU! ONFAKIOUB .tk> Tl <WS ' 
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•	 Appropriate land uses; 
•	 Servicing infrastructure; and 
•	 Environmental planning and consistency with the Subwatershed objectives for
 

Huttonville Creek Subwatershed.
 

These issues will need to be addressed for the Osmington neighbourhood as a whole to ensure 
effective planning and community design. Development approvals in this area will have 
implications for lands within the broader Heritage Heights and Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan 
areas. We look forward to the City completing a comprehensive land use planning exercise to 
the benefit of all involved. 

In addition, the City has indicated in Phase 3 of their work program, that cost sharing obligations 
must be satisfied by Osmington Inc. for Secondary Plan Areas 51, 52 and 53. We trust that this 
obligation will include any additional lands within the Osmington neighbourhood. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our input. We request that any staff reports and notices 
of public meetings for the Osmington application and additional lands be brought forward to our 
attention. We look forward to a positive outcome in this matter, and more importantly, to a 
successful development in this area. 

Yours truly, 
Primorw: Homes 

Joe M Dntesano, 

President 

cc. John Corbett, Commissioner Planning, Design and Development, City of Brampton 
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jk^VI^letrus 30 Flora] Parkway, Suite 300, Concord, Ontario L4K4R1 
DEVELOPMENT IN C. 

Tel: (905) 669-5571 
Fax: (905) 669-2134 

November 26, 2010 

City of Brampton 
Planning, Design and Development 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

ATTN: John Corbett. Commissioner of Planning and Development 

Dear Sir: 

RE:	 PROPOSED OSMINGTON REGIONAL RETAIL/MIXED-USE CENTRE
 
NORTH WEST BRAMPTON - HERITAGE HEIGHTS
 
CITY FILE: P25 RE
 
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO
 

This letter is to confirm our support for Osmington Inc.'s application to amend the City of 
Brampton's Official Plan and Zoning By-law to develop an enclosed regional mall in advance of 
a Heritage Heights Secondary Plan being in place. Currently the Osmington lands are subject to 
OP93-245 (North West Brampton Policy Area), which implements a Special Policy Area 
designation for shale resource protection until 2016. 

We believe there are synergies between the proposed Osmington Regional Mall and the Mount 
Pleasant Mobility Hub that may warrant early planning consideration, and subsequent relief from 
the 2016 protection period. Furthermore, webelieve the approval of urban land uses on thewest 
side of Mississauga Road from Queen Street north is a benefit for both Osmington, and the 
HeritageHeights Landowners Group. 

Metrus owns approximately 200 acres west of Mississauga Road. We have submitted 
development applications on the southerly most 100 acres that are located outside the above-
noted Special Policy Area boundary. These lands are continuous to the existing Huttonville 
Community and will provide an expansion to the estate-type character of this residential enclave. 
Our northern 100 acres (Four X/Musque Development Inc.) are within the boundary of OP93
245, however they are isolated from the broader Heritage Heights planning area by the Region of 
Peel's Brampton West Reservoir and Pumping Station, as well as portions of Greenbelt and 
woodlot. 

m 
BILD 
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Metrus Development Inc.
 
City of Brampton
 
ATT: John Corbett
 

November 26, 2010
 
Page 2
 

Similar to Osmington's case, we believe there are merits in advancing the Four X/Musque Lands 
for planning consideration in advance of the 2016 protection period, and allowing them to 
develop with our southerly Draft Plan as an extension to the Huttonville Community. 

We intend to pursue this matter further with Planning Staff in the coming months. 

Should you haveany questions, please give me a call. 

Yours truly, 

Jason Bottoni, M.Sc.Pi, MCIP, RPP 
Project Manager 

JB:bp 

C:	 Jill Hogan, City of Brampton 
Keith MacKinnon, KLM Planning Partners 
Jim Kennedy, KLM Planning Partners 
Michael Gagnon, G&L Urban Planners 
Paolo Rovazzi, Musque Development Inc. 

File: FOURX/NL 
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Major Retail Correspondence 

Wood Bull LLP, on behalf of Morguard Investments, April 28, 2011
 

Tate Economic Research Inc., on behalf of Morguard Investments,
 
April 12,2011
 

Korsiak & Company, on behalf of Morguard Investments, April 20,
 
2011 

Morguard Investments, November 11, 2010 

Zelinka Priamo Ltd, on behalf of Loblaw Properties Limited, 
December 22, 2010 

Fogler, Rubinoff LLP, on behalf of 1388688 Ontario Limited, owner of 
Shoppers World Brampton, December 10, 2010 

First Capital, December 15, 2010 

PL Ventures Ltd., November 26, 2010 
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MUNICIPAL, PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT LAW 
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28 April 2011 

Sent via Mail and E-mail 

The Corporation of the City of Brampton 
Planning, Design and Development 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, ON L6Y4R2 

Attention: Jill Hogan, MCIP, RPP, Planning Project Manager, North West Brampton 

Dear Ms. Hogan: 

Re:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment 
Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
P25 RE &C05W11.004 

We appreciate your patience in awaiting our client's response to the above noted proposal. 

In this respect we enclose the following: 

•	 A letter from Tate Economic Research dated 12 April 2011, reviewing the retail market aspects 
of the proposed Osmington Regional/Mixed Use Centre (the "TER Review"); and 

•	 A letter from Korsiak & Companydated 20 April 2011, reviewingthe planning aspects of the 
proposed Osmington Regional/MixedUse Centre (the "Korsiak Review"). 

The TER Review concludes as follows: 

"The development oftheOsmington Regional RetailCentre, asproposed: 

•	 Is not adequatelysupportedby theretail market demand and impactanalysis; 

•	 Is not currently warranted and is therefore premature: 

•	 Will delay or preclude planned retailcentres in Mount Pleasant by usurping their 
retail support; and 

•	 Shouldnot be permitted to proceed in the expedited timeframe as it would undermine 
theability ofBramalea City Centre to achieve theplanned additions ofretail space in 
a timely manner" 

Dennis H.Wood Direct: (416) 203-7718 dwood@woodbull.ca 

65 Queen Street West Suite 1400 Toronto Ontario M5H 2M5 T (416) 203-7160 F (416) 203-8324 www.woodbutl.ca 

http:www.woodbutl.ca
mailto:dwood@woodbull.ca
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28 April 2011 

The Korsiak Review concludes as follows: 

"J. The Osmingtonproposal is premature untilplanning for the North West Brampton Urban 
Development Area has been completed; 

2. It is premature to make a decision on the Osmington proposal until the North-South 
Transportation Corridor has been planned and incorporated into the Official Plan and 
Secondary Plans; 

3. It is inappropriate to amend the Region ofPeel Official Plan and the North West Brampton 
Policy Area until such time as the JO year timeperiodfor the shale resource has expired and the 
Province, Region and City have completed the necessary review; 

4. The Osmingtonproposal was not considered during thepreparation ofthe MountPleasant 
SecondaryPlan and may delay or preclude planned retail centres in MountPleasant; 

5 There is no basis on which to expand the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area to introduce a 
Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre other than to avoid the planning process that has been 
establishedfor the North West Brampton Urban Development Area; 

6. The Osmington proposal is not consistent with the City's initiatives to promote the 
intensification and improvement ofthe CentralArea; and 

7. The implications ofthe Osmington proposal need to be more carefullystudied in the context of 
theplanned expansion ofBramalea City Centre " 

It is clear from the review carried out by the above noted two consultants that the Osmington proposal is 
premature and lacks market support at this time. The application is a transparent attempt to jump the 
retail and planning queue to the prejudice of existing and planned retailing in the City. 

Our clienturges the City to put the applicant back in the queue to await the necessary population growth 
and market support before considering this site further. 

-2
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28 April 2011 

Pleasedo not hesitate the undersigned, or Johanna Shapira at416-203-5631 in his absence, should you 
have any questions. 

Yours very truly, 

Wood Bull LLP 

per: 
Dennis H. Wood 

DHW 

c. Margaret Knowlcs
 
Sham Jamal
 

Terry Korsiak
 
Jamie Tate
 

-3' 
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TATE ECONOMIC RESEARCH INC 

Ms. Margaret Knowles 
Senior Vice President 

Morguard Investments Limited 
55 City Centre Drive, Ste. 800 
Mississauga, ON 
L5B 1M3 

April 12,2011 

Re:	 Retail Market Analysis and Commentary 
Proposed Osmington Regional/Mixed-Use Centre 

Dear Ms. Knowles: 

You have requested that Tate Economic Research Inc. (TER) review the retail 
market aspects of the proposed Osmington Regional/Mixed Use Centre. 

In this context, TER has reviewed various documents, in particular the following: 

•	 Bramalea City Centre Expansion Study, prepared by Kircher Research 
Associates Ltd. (KRA), dated August 15, 2007 and addendum dated 
September 21, 2007 (the "KRA BCC Report"); 

•	 Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan, Retail/Commercial and Institutional 
Study, City of Brampton, ON, prepared by Malone Given Parsons Ltd., 
dated December, 2009 (the "Mount Pleasant Report"); 

•	 Retail Market Potential and Impact Analysis, Osmington Regional City 
Centre, Brampton, Ontario, prepared by KRA, dated April 15, 2009, 
updated February 28, 2010 (the "KRA Osmington Report"); 

•	 Variety of reports prepared on behalf of Osmington; and, 
•	 Status Report, Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed-Use Centre, 

Osmington Inc., Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road &Bovaird 
Drive, Ward: 6, prepared by the Planning, Design and Development 
Committee of the City of Brampton, dated August 6, 2010. 

Our comments primarily relate to the KRA reports and the Mount Pleasant 
Report. These findings and conclusions are summarized below. 

Overlap of Trade Areas 
In both of the above noted KRA Reports, KRA defines a Trade Area as "the 
geographic area of influence from which a retail development could normally 
expect to derive between 70.0% and 95.0% of its total sales volume..." In the 

212 King Street W, Suite 202, Toronto, Ontario M5H 1K5 

Tel: 416-260-9884 Fax: 416-260-0311 
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KRA BCC Report, there are two TradeAreasdefined. The first, in the main body 
of the KRA Report, is referred to as the Trade Areafor the Bramalea City Centre. 
The second, defined in the addendum letter, is referred to as the Future Trade 
Area for the Bramalea City Centre. The term "Future" refers to the Trade Area of 
the modernization and expansion of the Bramalea CityCentre, which KRA notes 
was underway in September of 2007. The modernization and expansion of 
Bramalea City Centre that was studied in the KRA BCC Report was completed in 
2010. Thus, TER concludes that the KRA Future Trade Area refers to the Trade 
Area of the Bramalea City Centre in its current form. 

The KRA Trade Area for the proposed Osmington Regional Centre is entirely 
contained within the KRA Future Trade Area for the Bramalea City Centre. The 
Trade Areas are indicated in the attached map which follows this letter. The 
overall impact of this approach is that the market demand for the Osmington 
Regional Centre may be overstated. Conversely, the other potential outcome is 
that demand for the expanded Bramalea City Centre may be understated, as a 
portion of the demand that was considered to be available for the expansion is 
assumed by KRA to be available for the Osmington Regional Centre. 

In view of the KRA Osmington Trade Area overlapping 100% with the KRA 
Future Trade Area for the Bramalea City Centre, it must be assumed that the 
Osmington Retail Centre would have an impact on Bramalea City Centre at its 
present size. 

The KRA identification of a 100% Trade Area overlap becomes more significant 
in the context of the proposed expansion of the Bramalea City Centre by a further 
considerable amount, in the order of 650,000 square feet. This implication is 
discussed below. 

No Impact Analysis on Two of Brampton's Regional Retail Centres 

The City of Brampton contains three "Regional Retail" shopping centres. These 
shopping centres are Shoppers World Brampton (800,000 square feet), Trinity 
Common (900,000 square feet) and Bramalea City Centre (1,500,000 square 
feet). 

The KRA Osmington Report excludes Trinity Common and Bramalea City Centre 
from its impact analysis. Presumably this exclusion is a result of these two 
Regional Retail centres being located outside of the KRAOsmington Trade Area. 

On the other hand, the KRA Osmington Trade Area's eastern boundary is 
Highway 410. Trinity Common is located immediately adjacent to the Trade 
Area, on the east side of Highway 410. Bramalea City Centre is located 
approximately 2 kilometres from the eastern boundary of the KRA Osmington 
Trade Area. The implication of this is a significant understating of impacts on 
these two Regional Retail Centres. 
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Osmington Regional Centre Usurps Demand for Mount Pleasant 
Community 

The Mount Pleasant Report indicates overall retail/commercial demand, upon full 
build out, of the Mount Pleasant community to be between 1.3 and 1.8 million 
square feet. This total amount of space is recommended to be distributed 
amongst at least 10 sites in Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area. This demand 
is to be distributed as follows: 

TABLE 5.2: Recommended Hierarchy & Allocation of Retail/C<smmercial Space Opportunity for 
the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area (including the Mixed Use Village Core Area) 
. Category/ #of Size Range Primary, Secondary Total Space 

Type Locations (sq. ft. GLA) Anchor(s) Anchor(s) Allocation (sq. 
or 

Centres 

500,000 to 
600,000 

Mixed Use 

Regional 
Serving Node (composed of 

One or more 
including Mount the Mount

department
Greater than Pleasant DistrictPleasant District 1 stores, WMC, Supermarket

500,000 Retail andRetail and home 
FletchersFletchers improvement 

Meadows southMeadow south 
of the GOof the GO 
Station)Station 

(Local) 
Neighbourhood 4 (with Typically a 

40,000 Retail Special supermarket or N/A 365,000-625,000
125,000(excluding Policies) pharmacy 

upper floor 
office) 

(Local) 
5 up to 40,0000 N/A N/A 160,000-200,000Convenience 

Retail 

Mixed Use and 

Live/Work 

(including the N/A N/A N/A N/A 275,000-375,000 
Village Core 

and upper 
floors) 

Motor Vehicle 

(Highway 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Commercial) 
1,300,000Total sq. ft. 
1,800,000(rounded) 

Note: The total amount of space identifiedwithin the Mixed Use regional serving node and the Mount 
Pleasant SPA may varydepending on the final determination of the natural heritage system and net 
developable land area. 
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The KRA Osmington Report does not recognize these planned retail 
developments. Instead, the analysis in the KRA Osmington Reportappears to 
indicate that the Osmington development should be allocated its portion of 
market demand prior to the development of other retail nodes in the Mount 
Pleasant community. 

Analysis Does Not Recognize Other Developments in Mount Pleasant 

The KRA Osmington Report allocates between 50% and 100% of market 
demand in all retail categories to the Osmington Site in 2011, as summarized in 
the table reproduced below. 

This approach is flawed, as not only does it not recognize other planned retail 
centres in Mount Pleasant, it also does not recognize retail centres currently 
under development. 

The KRA Osmington Report states: 

"Residual Potential represents the difference between existing and 
forecast Primary Zone shares. It is that portion of future Primary Zone 
share that is in excess of that presently being attracted by existing Primary 
Zone stores, thus, the residual method of study recognizes the existing 
and continued effectiveness of stores currently operating in the Primary 
Zone." 

Furthermore, the KRA Osmington Report states: 

"The site share of residual is the portion of the residual potential that could 
be captured by the retail facilities at the proposed development or site." 

The following table summarizes the KRA Osmington Site Share of Residual 
potential: 

Share of Residual (New) Demand Allocated to Osmington 

Store Tvoe 2011 2014 2016 2021 

Department Store 100.0% 90.0% 85.0% 75.0% 

Other General Merchandise 70.0% 60.0% 55.0% 45.0% 

Apparel and Accessories 95.0% 85.0% 80.0% 70.0% 

Furniture, Home Furnishings and Electronics 80.0% 70.0% 65.0% 55.0% 

Other Retailers 80.0% 72.5% 67.5% 60.0% 

Supermarket and Grocery 50.0% 45.0% 40.0% 35.0% 

Pharmacy and Personal Care 50.0% 42.5% 37.5% 30.0% 

Beer, Wine and Liquor 85.0% 77.5% 72.5% 65.0% 
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The KRA Osmington Report notes the development of the nearby North 
American Development Group retail centre. The KRA Osmington Report states 
on Page 94: 

"There are two proposed major retail facilities within the Primary Zone of 
the trade area. One is located approximately 2 km south of the site, 
bordering Mississauga Road. It is a power centre, planned to include a 
Wal-Mart and a Home Depot. The total size of that development is 
planned at 420,000 square feet." 

Despite stating that the development is planned with a specific size and tenants, 
the analysis in the KRA Osmington Report does not recognize the proposal in 
carrying out its opportunity/impact analysis. 

As indicated in the table above, 100% of the Primary Zone department store 
demand (the North American Development Group proposal is within the KRA 
Primary Zone) is allocated to the Osmington Site. By 2021, 75% of department 
store market potential is allocated to Osmington Site, despite the fact that the 
Wal-Mart department store on this site is currently under construction. 
Allocations of this nature are not justifiable, in particular where the store which 
will be competing for this department store demand within the Primary Zone is 
Wal-Mart. 

The other "proposed major centre" that KRA refers to is the District Retail 
designation at the north east corner of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive. , 
This site is directly across Mississauga Road from the Osmington Site. KRA 
notes it is projected to range between 500,000 and 675,000 square feet. This 
designated retail centre is not recognized in the KRA analysis. 

Together, the two overlooked developments total up to 1,095,000 square feet, 
approximately 300,000 square feet larger than the total of 800,000 square feet 
recommended by KRA for the first phase of the Osmington development. 
However, neither of these developments are recognized in the KRA analysis, 
despite the fact that one is under construction and the other was included in a 
Secondary Plan adopted by the City of Brampton in February 2010. 

No Recognition of Bramalea City Centre Proposed Expansion 

The KRA Osmington Report notes on Page 94: "The expansion of Bramalea City 
Centre by some 250,000 square feet is warranted and will strengthen that 
development's central function, without having a negative influence on the 
proposed Regional Centre." The 250,000 square foot expansion referred to by 
KRA opened in September 2010. 

KRA makes no mention of Bramalea City Centre's current planned expansion. 
This expansion is to add additional uses to the site, as well as to increase the 
retail space by approximately 650,000 square feet. 
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As noted above, the KRA identification of 100% Trade Area overlap between the 
Bramalea City Centre and the proposed Osmington Centre becomes more 
significant in the context of the planned expansion of the Bramalea City Centre 
by a further considerable amount, in the order of 650,000 square feet. This 
implication is not considered in the KRA report. 

Conclusions 

Based on this review, TER concludes that the development of the Osmington 
Regional Retail Centre, as proposed: 

•	 Is not adequately supported by the retail market demand and impact 
analysis; 

•	 Is not currently warranted and is therefore premature; 

•	 Will delay or preclude planned retail centres in Mount Pleasant by
 
usurping their retail support; and,
 

•	 Should not be permitted to proceed in the expedited time frame as it would 
undermine the ability of Bramalea City Centre to achieve the planned 
additions of retail space in a timely manner. 

Should you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned. 

Yours truly,
 
TATE ECONOMIC RESEARCH INC.
 

/^v 

James P. Tate 

President 
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TRADE AREA OVERLAP
 

Legend 
- Bramalea City Centre Future Trade Area 
Boundary 
- Osmington Regional CityCentre Trade Are3 
Boundary 
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April 20,2011 

Morguard Investments Limited
 
55 City Centre Drive, Suite 800
 
Mississauga, ON, L5B 1M3
 

Attention: Margaret Knowles, Senior Vice President 

Re: Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 

Dear Ms. Knowles, 

Further to your request, we are pleased to provide you with our comments on the 
proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre (Osmington). Specifically, you 
have requested that we assess the potential implications of the development on 
Morguard's primary holding within the Central Area of the City of Brampton (the City), 
namely Bramalea City Centre. 

Osmington Lands and Proposed Development 

The Osmington lands are located in North West Brampton at the northwest quadrant of 
Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive West and have an area of approximately 35.5 ha. 
(87.7 ac). In February 2010 Osmington submitted applications to amend the Region of 
Peel Official Plan, the City's Official Plan (2006) (the Official Plan) and the City's Zoning 
By-law. 

The site is proposed to be developed with approximately 1.2 million square feet of 
enclosed retail space, 290,000 square feet of street retail uses, a hotel with 
approximately 350 rooms, 300,000 square feet of office space and approximately 2000 
medium and high density residential units. The Retail Market Study prepared in support 
of the Osmington proposal indicates that 2014 is expected to be the first full year of 
operation for the first phase of retail development. 

Planning Framework 

The Official Plan establishes the framework by which the City is to evolve over the 
coming decades. Three Regional Retail areas are designated in the Official Plan. These 
are Bramalea City Centre, Trinity Common and Brampton Shopper's World. The Retail 
policies of the Official Plan acknowledge "the need to designate future retail hierarchies 
in both North East and North West Brampton consistent with the retail policies and 
designations of this Plan. These centres will be designated on Schedules "A" and "A2" 
of this Plan as part of the implementation of Secondary Plans for these new 
development areas of the City". 
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The intent ofthis policy is to plan for additional retail space in the context of 
comprehensive Secondary Plans for new development areas, rather than allowing retail 
development to occur in isolation. The Osmington proposal does not conform to this 
policy as it proposes to detach itself from the future Secondary Plan process for North 
West Brampton andattach itself to the recently approved Mount Pleasant Secondary 
Plan Area. 

North West Brampton Urban Development Area 

The Osmington lands are within the North West Brampton Urban Development Area. 
This area has been included within the urban boundary to help accommodate 
population and employment forecasts to 2031. 

The Official Plan sets out six stages of planning approvals that must be realized before 
development can occur in the North West Brampton Urban Development Area. In 
summary, these stages are: 1) completion of subwatershed studies; 2) identification of a 
Natural Heritage System and general land use designations in the Official Plan; 3) 
adoption of a Secondary Plan; 4) completion of Environmental Implementation Reports; 
5) adoption of block plans in accordance with the growth management and block 
planning policies of the Official Plan; and 6) satisfy all other growth management 
considerations. To date, none of the six stages of planning approvals has been realized 
and it would be premature to consider the Osmington proposal until these planning 
stages for the North West Brampton Planning Area have been completed. 

The Official Plan also identifies the need to protect for a future North-South 
Transportation Corridor generally located in the area between Mississauga Road and 
Winston Churchill Boulevard. The precise alignment of the corridor has yet to be 
determined, but is conceptually shown in the Official Plan as being on or near the 
Osmington lands. It is premature to make a decision on the Osmington proposal until 
the North-South Transportation Corridor has been planned and incorporated into the 
Official Plan and Secondary Plans. 

The Official Plan identifies the North West Brampton Policy Area as being within a High 
Potential Mineral Aggregate Resources Area. This implements a similar designation on 
Schedule "C" of the Region of Peel Official Plan. The purpose of the designations in 
both the Region of Peel and City's Official Plans is to provide for the protection and 
potential use of the existing shale resource. The policies states that "no amendment to 
the areal extent of the North West Brampton Policy Area or to the associated policy 
framework may be made for at least 10 years from the date of approval of this policy. 
Following the expiry of the 10 year time period, the Region of Peel in consultation with 
the Province and the City of Brampton shall undertake a review of the NWBPA as set 
out in Section 5.3.4 of the Regional Official Plan, or earlier if it is initiated by the 
Province." These policies were approved in January of 2008 and are in effect until at 
least 2018, after which time they are to be reviewed by the Province, Region and City. 
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Osmington has filed applications to amend the relevant designations and policies in 
Peel and Brampton's Official Plans. Given the objectives ofthe Official Plans, it would 
be inappropriate to amend these designations and policies on a site specific basis. 

Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan 

Osmington's proposed amendment to the Official Plan seeks to remove the subject 
lands from the North West Brampton Urban Development Area and add them to the 
Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area. Secondary planning for the Mount Pleasant 
Area was initiated in 2004 and was approved by City Council in February of2010. 

A"Retail/Commercial and Institutional Study" was prepared in support of the secondary 
planning process and was finalized in December of 2009. The Study identified the 
specific market needs and opportunities for retail/commercial development within the 
Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area. It also provided recommendations on the 
amount, type, location and hierarchy of retail/commercial uses. The recommendations 
were implemented in the Secondary Plan and they provide for the development of a 
District Retail Centre in the area north of Bovaird Drive and west of the Mount Pleasant 
GO Station. In addition, a number of Neighbourhood Retail and Convenience Retail 
Centres were identified to serve the needs of the future residents. 

The Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area is the culmination of a very thorough and 
exhaustive planning process. The Osmington proposal would represent a doubling of 
the retail/commercial space identified in the background study and may delay or 
preclude the planned retail centres in Mount Pleasant. In summary, there is no basis on 
which to expand the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan area and introduce a Regional 
Retail/Mixed Use Centre other than to avoid the planning process that has been 
established for the North West Brampton Urban Development Area. 

Bramalea City Centre 

The Bramalea City Centre is situated within the City's Central Area. It functions as a 
regional retail centre and forms the eastern anchor of the Central Area. 

One of the main objectives of the Official Plan is to "reinforce Downtown Brampton and 
the Central Area as a primary location for business, shopping, dining, entertainment, 
cultural venues and programs." To this end, the City has established a "sustainable city 
structure" that, in part, is characterized by a "vibrant Central Area with a strong image 
and character which functions as the heart of the City". Bramalea City Centre is located 
within the "Bramalea City Centre Precinct" of the Central Area and is expected to 
"evolve into a vibrant and modern mixed-use Urban Centre, building on its existing 
function as a regional retail centre, with inter and intra-regional transit infrastructure 
already in place." 
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The City has undertaken numerous initiatives over the years to support these 
objectives. These include: 1) theapproval ofthe Queen Street Corridor Secondary Plan; 
2) an Urban Design Vision Study for the Central Area and Downtown; 3) the Central 
Area Community Improvement Plan; and 4) the AcceleRide Bus Rapid Transit program. 
Collectively, these initiatives represent a considerable expenditure of City resources and 
represent a significant desire to support the current role of the Central Area and 
promote its evolution to a full-fledged Urban Centre. 

The Queen Street Corridor Secondary Plan sets out objectives to "promote the 
intensification and improvement of the Central Area... as the major focus of commercial 
and community activity for the residents of Brampton" and also "reinforce and expand 
the role of the Bramalea City Centre". Bramalea City Centre is designated "Central Area 
Mixed-Use", which permits commercial, retail, office, residential and hotel uses. An 
overall maximum floor space index (FSI) of 3.5 has been applied to encourage 
intensification. 

Bramalea City Centre has specifically been assigned an FSI of 1.5 for regional 
commercial uses including all types of retail uses, major department stores, 
supermarkets, specialty food stores, pharmacies, restaurants, offices, alternative format 
retailing, entertainment and service establishments. A further FSI of 2.0 may be applied 
for residential uses. Bramalea City Centre has a site area of 33.2 ha (82 ac) and 
currently accommodates approximately 1.5 million ft2 of uses. The existing FSI of 
approximately 0.42 is significantly less than that permitted by the Official Plan. 

In recognition of the City's objective to "promote the intensification and improvement of 
the Central Area", Morguard has recently expanded the Bramalea City Centre by 
350,000 ft2 and is preparing to further expand and intensify development. We have 
recently submitted a pre-consultation request in connection with a forthcoming rezoning 
application to increase the total amount of development permitted on site to 5.4 million 
fr oran FSI of 1.5. The Bramalea City Centre proposal includes 2.15 million ft2 of retail 
commercial uses, 1.1 million ft2 of offices uses, 0.5 million sq ft2 of hotel uses and 1.6 
million ft2 of apartment and residential retirement uses. The supporting studies are 
currently being prepared and the rezoning application will be submitted to the City in the 
near future. 

In conclusion, it is our opinion that: 

1.	 The Osmington proposal is premature until planning for the North West Brampton 
Urban Development Area has been completed; 

2.	 It is premature to make a decision on the Osmington proposal until the North-
South Transportation Corridor has been planned and incorporated into the 
Official Plan and Secondary Plans; 
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3.	 It is inappropriate to amend the Region of Peel Official Plan and the North West 
Brampton Policy Area until such time as the 10 year time period for the shale 
resource has expired and the Province, Region and City have completed the 
necessary review; 

4. The Osmington proposal was not considered during the preparation of the Mount 
Pleasant Secondary Plan and may delay or preclude planned retail centres in 
Mount Pleasant; 

5.	 There is no basis on which to expand the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area 
to introduce a Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre other than to avoid the planning 
process that has been established for the North West Brampton Urban 
Development Area; 

6.	 The Osmington proposal is not consistent with the City's initiatives to promote the 
intensification and improvement of the Central Area; and 

7.	 The implications of the Osmington proposal need to be more carefully studied in 
the context of the planned expansion of Bramalea City Centre. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or comments. 

Yours truly, 

Korsiak & Company 

Terry Korsiak, MCIP, RPP 

cc: Dennis Wood, Wood Bull 
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November 11 th,2010 

The Corporation of the City of Brampton, 

Planning, Design and Development, 
CORPORATION 

FINANCIAL 
2 Wellington Street West, 

INVESTMENTS 

REIT 

Brampton, ON L6Y4R2 RESIDENTIAL 

REVENUE PROPERTIES 

Attention: Jill Hogan, MCIP, RPP, Planning Project Manager, North West Brampton 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames: Re: Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment 

Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 

North/West Quadrant of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive, 

Part of Lot 11, Concession 5, W.H.S. 10124 Mississauga Road 

P25 RE & CO5W11.004 

We acknowledge receipt ofyourletterof October 14th 2010 addressed to Mr. Brian Spratley ofour 
offices regarding the abovementioned application and the attached Status Report submitted to the City 
of Brampton's Planning, Design and Development CommitteeSeptember 8th, 2010 byAdrian Smith, 
Director, Planning Policy and Growth Management and John Corbett, Commissioner, Planning, Design 
and Development which report was authored by yourself. 

As verbally advised in our meeting of October 25th, 2010 with yourself. John Corbett,Terry Korsiak, 
Sham Jamal and the writer, Morguard Investments Limited on behalf of the owners of Bramalea City 
Centre Shopping Centre, 410 @ 7 Shopping Centre and Rutherford and Steeles Business and Commercial 
Park, confirm our serious objections to advancing consideration of this proposed development. The 
development as proposed is premature by the City's own market analysis. Furthermore the market 
report upon which its planning rationale is predicated is seriously flawed. As discussed with you, the 
recent expansion of Bramalea City Centre at an additional capital investment of $185,000,000 combined 
with a complete renovation of the existing mall reflects more than a $225,000,000 investment by the 
owners of Bramalea City Centre in the last several years. This significant capital investment was made 
in consultation with the City of Brampton and guided by the City's own studies and Official Plan. 

At the time the Cityof Brampton approved the expansion of Bramalea City Centre, Morguard prepared a 
masterplan for the further intensification of our site. In conjunction with Terry Korsiak, our planner, 
please be advised that Morguard will be submitting a formal application to implement this masterplan in 
the next few weeks. 

Morgudid Investments Limited 

55 City Centre Drive, Suite 800, Mississauga, Ontario L5B 1M3 T 905.281.3800 F 905 281.1800 
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The Corporation of the City of Brampton 

Attention: Jill Hogan, MCIP, RPP, Planning Project Manager, North West Brampton 

As indicated in our meeting with you, we fail to understand the City's rationale forconsidering 
advancing planning consideration of the proposed development and are surprised by the failure to 
recognize that this development proposed on the timelineset out in the report would undermine the 
City's attempts to revitalize retail and office uses in Downtown Brampton and the Queen Street 
corridor. Bramalea City Centre would not be the only negatively impacted property in Brampton. 

Wouldyou kindly address all future correspondence and reports on the matter to the writer with a copy 
to Terry Korsiak. 

Yours sincerely, 

MORGUArft/lNVESTMENTS LIMITED 

'epKhowles 

SVP, Development 

CC: Sham Jamal, Terry Korsiak, Dennis Wood 

Morguard Investments Limited 
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December 22, 2010 

Planning Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

Attention: Jill Hogan, Planning Project Manager 

Dear Ms. Hogan: 

Re: Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre [File 25RE] 
Preliminary Comments on Behalf of Loblaw Properties Limited 
Brampton, ON 

Our File: LPL/LPG/94-01 

We are the planning consultants for Loblaw Properties Limited (Loblaw). Loblaw is the 
owner and lease holder of a number of properties in the City of Brampton. 

On Tuesday, November 23, 2010 Loblaw was made aware of the proposed Osmington 
Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre. It is our understanding from the Status Report dated 
August 6, 2010 that Staff are currently conducting a feasibility analysis to evaluate the 
merits of an Amendment to the City of Brampton Official Plan to recognize the 
Osmington lands as a 'Special Policy Area' and to include the lands within the 
geographic boundary of the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. As part of the feasibility 
analysis, Staff have requested comments from a variety of Stakeholders. 

On behalf of Loblaw, we have the following preliminary comments and will continue to 
review the Osmington proposal and may provide further comments as required: 

1.	 Planning for the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan commenced in 2004 and 
the Secondary Plan was approved on February 10, 2010. Throughout the six 
year planning process, the Secondary Plan was subject to a number of public 
meetings, studies and background reports that considered a specific study 
area that excluded the Osmington Lands. Expanding the Secondary Plan 
boundaries to include the proposed Osmington development will result in a 
'piecemeal approach' to planning and undermines the comprehensive work 
done to create the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan; 

2.	 OPA93-245 for North West Brampton identified the Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan as Phase 1 of development in Northwest Brampton and the 
proposed development is located in Heritage Heights, which is planned to 
accommodate Phase 2 of development. With only one block plan approved 
for the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan it is premature to consider 
development in Heritage Heights; 

3.	 According to the Status Report for Heritage Heights dated November 4, 2009, 
the secondary plan process has been initiated. The processing of the 
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Osmington proposal is premature as it would be in advance of the 
comprehensive land use planning exercise and phasing established in ROPA 
15andOPA93-245; 

4.	 The June 2005 Retail Policy Review Study identified a general area for the 
potential location of Regional Retail in Northwest Brampton and 
recommended that general locations for new Regional Retail Centres should 
be identified in the new Official Plan. We note that the City of Brampton 
Official Plan does not indicate a general location for a new Regional Retail 
Centre in North West Brampton. The location of the Region Retail Centre 
within Heritage Heights should be determined through the comprehensive 
land use planning exercise; and 

5.	 As the Osmington lands are within the North-South Corridor Protection Area, 
OPA93-245 for North West Brampton includes a policy that requires a North 
South Transportation Corridor to be planned, designed and constructed in 
accordance with the recommendation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) 
study prior to full development in North West Brampton. It is premature to 
proceed with the consideration of the proposed Osmington development prior 
to approval of the EA for the North South Transportation Corridor, since the 
location of the corridor is currently unknown and may impact upon the 
location of the Planned Regional Centre. 

We are in receipt of the Kircher Study, dated February 28, 2010 and reserve the right to 
provide comments once Loblaw and their consultants have had an opportunity to review 
the report. 

In summary, for our preliminary comments we respectfully submit that the Osmington 
proposal for a Regional Retail Mixed Use Centre is premature and it is not feasible to 
advance planning consideration as outlined in the Status Report dated August 6, 2010, 
as the proposal should be considered within the context of the comprehensive land use 
planning for the Heritage Heights Community. 

We appreciate this opportunity to provide preliminary comments on the Osmington 
proposal and we would welcome the opportunity to meet with Staff to discuss our 
comments. Please kindly add the undersigned for notification of any meetings with 
respect to this matter. 

Should you have any questions, or require further information, please do not hesitate to 
call. 

Yours very truly, 

ZELINKA PRIAMO LTD. 

Jonathan Rosier, MScPI, MCIP, RPP 
Senior Planner 

cc. Loblaw Properties Limited (Via Email) 
Mr. Steven Zakem, Aird & Berlis (Via Email) 

Zelinka Priamo Ltd.	 Page 2 
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Fogler, Rubinoff LLP Barristers & Solicitors Fogler, 95 Wellington Street West 

Suite 1200, Toronto-Dominion CentreRxibinoff 
Toronto, ON M5J 2Z9 

Tel: 416.864.9700 Fax: 416.941.8852 

www.foglers.com 

Reply To: Sara Hickey 
Direct Dial: 416.864.7601 

December 10, 2010 E-mail: shickey@foglers.com 
Our File No. 10/6183 

VIA EMAIL 

City of Brampton 
Planning, Design and Development Department 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

Attention: Jill Hogan, Planning Project Manager 

Dear Ms. Hogan: 

Re: Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 

We are the solicitors for 1388688 Ontario Limited, owner of Shoppers World Brampton. 

It is premature for us to provide any detailed comments at this time. However, we can advise 
that our client has significant concerns with all aspects of the proposal, including but not limited 
to, the retail component, the office component and the residential component. Our preliminary 
review indicates that the proposal is not in conformity with the Regional Official Plan and 
therefore cannot be considered at this time. 

Our client is of the view that residential, office and commercial land use intensification in the 
built up area and on its site in particular, is to be prioritized by the City of Brampton before 
consideration of any greenfield development. 

We reserve the right to make additional comments in the future. 

Yours truly, 

FOGLER, RUBINOFF LLP 

"SaraHickey" 

Sara M. Hickey 
SH/sh 

http:www.foglers.com
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CREDITVIEW MAYFIELD CORPORATION
 
85 HANNA AVENUE, SUITE 400, TORONTO, ON M6K 3S3 

TEL: 416-504-4114 FAX: 416-941-1655 

December 15, 2010 

Mr. John Corbett, MCIP, RPP 
Commissioner of Planning, Design and Development Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, ON 
L6Y 4R2 

Dear Mr. Corbett: 

Re:	 Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
North West Brampton - Heritage Heights Community 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road & Bovaird Drive 
City File No.: P25 RE 

We are owners (Creditview Mayfield Corporation) of approximately 4 hectares (10 acres) of land 
located at the southeast corner of Creditview Road and Mayfield Road in the Mount Pleasant 
community. We are also members of the North West Brampton landowners group and have 
participated in the secondary plan process and the on-going block plan development (Block 51
2). Our lands are currently designated Neighbourhood Retail by the approved Mount Pleasant 
Secondary Plan. 

We have significant concerns regarding the timing and implementation of the Osmington 
Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre. It is our understanding that in order to advance their 
proposal, prior to the approval of the Heritage Heights Secondary Plan, Osmington wishes to 
become part of the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area/community. While we take no position 
at this time with respect to the merits of the Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre, the 
advancement of the commercial development of these lands does raise significant planning 
issues. 

The Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan was only recently approved earlier this year and this 
approval was based on land use and market input and analysis to determine the appropriate 
location and amount of commercial development. We are concerned with the advancement of 
the Osmington proposal prior to any development of the Heritage Heights community and the 
corresponding impact on the planned function and hierarchy of commercial development in the 
Mount Pleasant community. Given the location of the Osmington proposal, it seems logical that 
implementation should coincide with the overall development of the Heritage Heights 
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community. The Osmington lands in our view should not be planned in isolation of other lands in 
the Heritage Heights community. 

Additionally, we are also seeking assurance that consideration ofthe Osmington proposal will in 
no way affect the advancement of the 51-2 Block Plan application/process. It is expected that 
the 51-2 Block Plan application will be filed with the City by late winter 2011. 

We look forward to the City's response to the above-noted concerns. We further request 
notification of any future dealings involving the Osmington proposal including notice of any 
public open houses, public meetings and/or meetings of Committee and Council. We would also 
request notice(s) of decision regarding any Planning Act approvals. 

Yours truly,
 
Creditview Mayfield Corporation
 

Jodi Shpigel •
 
Vice President
 

c.	 Jill Hogan/David Waters, City of Brampton Planning, Design and Development
 
Department
 
Glenn Wellings, Wellings Planning Consultants Inc.
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PL Ventures 
10Dundas .Street Past, Suite 1002, Toronto, ON MSB 209 Tel: 416-40S-3080 Fax:416-408
1625Ltd. 

November 26, 2010 

City of Brampton 
Planning, Design and Development Department 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

Attention:	 John Corbett 

Director, Planning, Design and Development 

RE:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment 
Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
Northwest Quadrant of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive 
Part of Lot 11, Concession 5, W.H.S. 
10124 Mississauga Road 
P25 RE &C05W11.004 

We are the owners of the proposed commercial property at the northeast corner of 
Mayfield Road and Chinguacousy Road, within the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan, 
Block 51-2. In response to your department's letter of October 13, 2010, we have the 
following comments with respect to the above noted application by Osmington. 

While we fundamentally have no issue with a regional mixed use commercial node being 
located on the Osmington property. However, we are concerned about the 
implementation timing regarding the proposed application in the context of the 
secondary plan. While we agree that in the fullness of time, a regional mixed use center 
will be an asset to the urban fabric of both the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area and 
the Heritage Heights Secondary Plan Area, we question the soundness of having this 
proposal included as part of the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. We would like to 
understand the market data that would support such an application going ahead in 
advance of the "roof tops" being in place. We believe that the role and function 
components included in the recently approved Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan should 
be in place in advance of a large regional commercial centre being advanced. Once the 
logical development of the surrounding community matures, it seems that this would be 
the appropriate time to add the regional commercial centre to which it will serve. 

Further, we are concerned that the resources of the City may be further constrained by 
the Osmington application and could have a negative effect on the processing of the 
block plan for 51-2. What assurances are in place to ensure that this would not happen? 

We would also like to get a better understanding of how the Osmington proposal will 
address its role and function in connection to the surrounding planned nodes with 
respect to such items as access and connectivity. 
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Given the above, we would like to be notified of all future Council/public meetings, 
planning committee meetings/reports or any relevant materials in connection to the 
Osmington application so that we may monitor the progress and have an opportunity to 
make comments. 

Sincerely, 

cc. Jill Hogan, MCIP, RPP, Planning Project Manager, Adrian Smith, MCIP, RPP, 
Director, Planning Policy & Growth 
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Guscon Enterprises Limited
 

Correspondence
 

Cassels Brock Lawyers, on behalf of Guscon Enterprises Limited, 
March 17,2011 
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CASSELS BROCK 
' A W V I K. S 

March 17, 2011 

By Fax 905-874-2099 sleisk@casselsbrock.com 

Planning, Design and Development Depa
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, ON, L6Y 4R2 

tel: 

rtment fax: 
file # 42847-1 

416.869.5411 

416.640.3218 

Attention:	 Mr. David Waters 
Manager, Land Use Policy 

Ms. Jill Hogan 
Planning Project Manager-North West 
Brampton 

Dear Mr. Waters, Ms. Hogan: 

Re;	 Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed-Use Centre 
Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment Application 
Your File No. P25RE 

We represent Guscon Enterprises Limited which has the largest land holdings in the 
Heritage Heights Secondary Plan Area ("Heritage Heights Area") through a number of 
related companies. The Osmington area (the "Subject Lands") is both located in the 
Heritage Heights Area and is a critical gateway location for the future development of 
that area. 

Our client's consultants have undertaken an initial review of the materials submitted in 
support of the development of the Subject Lands and we are writing to advise that our 
client (a) is opposed to moving the Subject Lands from the Heritage Heights Area to the 
Mount	 Pleasant Secondary Plan Area ("Mount Pleasant Area"), and (b) is opposed to 
the processing of the planning applications for this development outside the context of 
the preparation of the Secondary Plan for the Heritage Heights Area. 

I. Initial Comments 

The location of the Subject Lands, at Bovaird Drive and Mississauga Road, is a critical 
gateway location into the Heritage Heights Area. The removal of this location, or its 
premature development without due consideration of the Heritage Heights Area as a 
whole is not good land use planning. 

COS5GIS Brock &BlackWOII LLP 2'00Scotia PI«a. 40King Street W«t Toronto Canada M5H 3C2 
tcl 416.369.5300 fax 416.360.3877 www.casssfsbrock.ccm 

www.casssfsbrock.ccm
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The development of commercial uses on the Subject Lands as proposed will 
predetermine and prejudge the commercial development that could otherwise 
reasonably be foreseen for the Heritage Heights Area. At this point the development 
would occur: (a) prior to the consideration of the Subject Lands' land use relationship to 
its immediate neighbours, (b) prior to even an initial determination of the location and 
functional arrangements for the critical transportation infrastructureelements; (c) prior to 
any general land use layout consideration for the Heritage Heights Area as a whole; (d) 
prior to any public review of the plan for the Heritage Heights Area; and (e) with 
insufficient consideration of the application of the City of Brampton retail commercial 
policyas found in the City's Official Plan. 

11. Concerns with the Submitted Technical Reports: 

Our client's consultants have had the opportunity to review several of the City's 
technical reports. We provide the following preliminary comments regarding four of the 
key reports, without prejudice to our raising additional concerns at a later date: 

Kirscher Report (Retail Market Potential andImpact Analysis) 

It is our client's position that the Kirscher report does not satisfy the technical 
requirements of a proper market impact analysts. Not only does it not provide the 
necessary foundation documentation, such as population, to set out the expected retail 
market scale ofthe Heritage Heights Area, but itdoes not relate technically to the retail 
analysis as developed for the Mount Pleasant Area. Accordingly its impact on the 
already approved commercial development of the Mount Pleasant Area has not been 
properly assessed. Moreover, it asserts judgments with respect to possible "market 
shares" without justification and fails to properly account for other simultaneous 
development in the Mount Pleasant and possibly Heritage Hills communities of 
competing or partially competing retail commercial projects. Neither does it adequately
report on the impact of transferring current sales and sales potential from other existing
and proposed developments located elsewhere in the City of Brampton. 

Voorhees Report (traffic Impact Study) 

Clearly an issue of overriding importance is the location and role of the North South 
Transportation Corridor ("NSTC") that is to come down through the Heritage Heights
Area somewhere to the west of Mississauga Road. The Voorhees report is, and will 
remain premature until the alignment of the NSTC and its traffic impact are established 
as part of the Halton Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study (HPBATS), and the 
general land use structure for Heritage Heights (inclusive of traffic zones) has been 
developed and tested. 

Moreover it is our client's position that an acceptable transportation impact analysis 
cannot be undertaken until there is at least a design in principle for the locations ofthe 

Legal*6075487.4 
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interchanges of the NSTC with the major east-west roadways that will be needed in the 
Heritage Heights Area. For that a full Heritage Heights Area buildout analysis to at least 
the year 2031 is needed. Only then can the traffic impact ofa major development such 
as Osmington be properly undertaken. 

The Genivar Report (The Shale Resources Extraction Assessment) 

This report was prepared to satisfy section 2.4.2.2(a) of the Provincial Policy Statement, 
2005. However, this report relates usability of the shale resource to a set of general 
findings made in a Gaertner Lee report of 1988, without offering any discussion to 
illustrate that the conditions pursuant to feasibility as they may have changed over the 
intervening 22 years. Moreover, there are no reports testing the quality of the shale 
resource or its depth, and an excavation depth of 20 metres (only 13 metres of shale)
has been assumed as "common and practical", rather than on the basis of geology.
The feasibility of the use of the resource has not been tested with financial analysis.
Only engineering ratios of shale to overburden have been used. It is our client's 
position that this analysis fails to meet the purpose and intent of the PPS. 
Schnarr Report (Planning Justification &Rationale Report) 
It is our client's position that the Schnarr report omits from the planning analysis several 
important matters. In particular, the adoption of a buildout analysis for any "interim" 
planning of subareas of Northwest Brampton has not been undertaken. Moreover, it 
fails to consider the location of a major regional retail complex in relation to the use of 
the high volume traffic access directly on the NSTC, possibly with a direct expressway 
access as well as the possible relationship of the major regional retail complex in 
relation to another regional rail transit stop. Finally, it fails to consider the spatial
distribution of retail services in the Heritage Heights Area in relation to the hierarchy of 
retail commercial facilities normally used in commercial planning in Brampton. 

Despite the impact the development would have on the spatial distribution of competing
and complementary land uses in the Heritage Heights Area, the Schnarr report fails to 
consider any of the planning options for retail commercial land development in the 
context of the Heritage Heights Area. It is noteworthy that no specific consideration 
seems to have been given to the fact that a large retail commercial development is 
already planned for the adjacent site to the east of Mississauga Road. Neither the
planning nor the market studies have expressed any expectation of the relationship 
between what would be two large retail developments.
 

In our view, given the centrality of the Subject Lands to the Heritage Heights Area the
 
Schnarr report's recommendation to have the Subject Lands moved into the Mount 
Pleasant Area and have it considered as an amendment to the Mount Pleasant 

Legal#60754S7.4 
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Secondary Plan does not represent good land use planning and greatly prejudices the 
secondary planning process for the Heritage Heights Area. 

111. Conclusion 

For the above reasons, among others, it is our position that the Subject Lands should 
not become part of Mount Pleasant Area. The Subject Lands are too important to the 
proper planning required for the Heritage Heights Area to be considered outside of the 
context of the full Heritage Heights Area. 

Finally, we request that we receive written notice of all further steps taken by the City,
respecting the Subject Lands, the Heritage Heights Secondary Plan Area, and the 
Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area. 

Yours truly,
 
Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP
 

UX2<~<i£i 

Signe Leisk 

SL/ct 

cc: John Corbett, Commissioner, Planning Design and Development Department 

Legal'6075437.4 
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Public Agency 

Correspondence 

• Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, May 26, 2011 

• Region of Peel, November 26, 2010 

• Peel Regional Council Report, January 4, 2011 

• Town of Halton Hills, December 21, 2010 

• Town of Halton Hills Council Report, November 23, 2010 

• Credit Valley Conservation, November 5, 2010 
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Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs 
and Housing
Municipal Services Office 

Ministere des 
Affaires municipales
et du Logement
Bureau des services aux municipalites 
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Central Ontario du Centre de f'Ontario 
777 BayStreet, 2nd Floor 777, rue Bay, 2°etage 
Toronto ON M5G2E5 Toronto ON MSG2E5 
Phone: 416 585-6226 Telephone: 416 585-6226 
Fax: 416 585-6882 Telecopies: 416 585-6882 
Toil-Free: 1 800 668-0230 Sans frais: 1 800-668-0230 

May 26, 2011 

Andrea Warren, MCIP/RPP, PMP 
Manager 
Development Services Public Works 
Regional Municipality of Peel 
10 Peel Centre Drive, Suite A 
Brampton, ON 
L6T4B9 

Dear Ms. Warren: 

Subject: Request for Comments
Proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
Northwest Quadrant ofMississauga Road and Bovaird Drive 
Part of Lot 11, Concession 5, WHS 
MMAH File No. 21-DP-0031-1006 

This letter is in response for your request for comments on the proposed
Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre application as it applies to the 
above noted lands. It is also further to our meeting with yourself and City of 
Brampton staff on February 18, 2011. 

As you are aware the Province, the Region of Peel, and the City of Brampton,
and other parties signed minutes of settlement as it applies to lands in North
^Brampton on September 16, 2006. These minutes of settlement have been
Sorated into the Region of Peel's Official Plan (through ROPA 15, as we*
ITKcIS of Brampton's Official Plan (through OPA 93-245). The inter*off the
 
minutes of settlement and the official plan policies is to in part protect shae 
resources in Northwest Brampton and to ensure the proper and orderly build out 
of the Northwest Brampton area over time. 

The minutes of settlement constitute an agreement which specifies that no 
amendment to the areal extent of the North West Brampton Policy Area
(NWBPA) designation or to the associated policy framework may be made for at 
least 10 years from the date of the approval of the policy. 

Page 1 of4 
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Accordingly, our comments are as follows: 

The Region of Peel as the delegated planning approval authority on behalf of the 
Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing has the responsibility of ensuring that 
its decisions are consistent with all provincial policies, including the Provincial 
Policy Statement. This includes policies dealing with the protection of aggregate 
resources as they have been identified in the Region's official plan, Brampton's 
official plan, and as set out through the Ontario Municipal Board approved 
Minutes of Settlement. 

Section 5.3.4 of the Regional Official Plan, as established by the minutes of 
settlement, outlines that it is the policy of Regional Council to require the City of 
Brampton ensure that all amendments and secondary plans adhere to very 
specific policies. As such, the Region will need to determine whether or not the 
City's proposed approach is consistent with the North West Brampton Policy 
Area policies in the Regional Official Plan. 

To assist with the Region's review, we offer the following comments on the draft 
official plan amendment for its consideration: 

•	 The following policies suggest that Phase I - Feasibility Analysis and 
Secondary Plan Structure has been completed: 1.0, 3.1 (2), and 4.13.3.13.1. 
Itwas our understanding that the City of Brampton was contemplating 
initiating Phase I rather than having already undertaken this work. 

•	 The following policies address the North-South Transportation Corridor, but 
they do not address the GTA West Corridor: 4.13.3.13.2 i) and 4.13.3.13.2 iv). 
These policies may need to be amended to ensure that the proposed 
development does not preclude or negatively affect the use of the GTA West 
Corridor for the purpose(s) for which it was identified. 

•	 A number of policies suggest that development may proceed when the 10 
year period expires. These policies may need to be amended as follows to 
better reflect the agreement that was reached through the minutes of 
settlement and approved official plans amongst the City, Region, certain 
landowners, and the Province as part of the ROPA 15 and OPA 93-245. For 
your reference, we have identified the following policies for your 
consideration. Potential revisions are either underlined or struck-out in the 
below text: 

o	 4.13.3.13.2 - In evaluating the appropriateness of a further 
amendment to implement a development application for the 
Osmington lands, the following elements shall be demonstrated to 
the satisfaction of the City of Brampton: 

Page 2 of4 
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o	 4.13.3.13.2 v) - That sufficient rationale is provided, through a 
review undertaken bv the Region in consultation with the Province 
and the City of Brampton, to satisfactorily demonstrate 
appropriateness for the removal of the shale protection policy for 
the subject lands in advance of the 2016 horizon year as set out by 
Section AAAA of this Plan: The review shall be undertaken in 

accordance with Section 4.14.4 of the City's Official Plan. 

o	 4.13.3.13.2 vi) - That detailed servicing and environmental studies 
include environmental information, analysis and implementation 
measures as appropriate, to protect natural heritage features and 
associated ecological functions and linkages ofWest Huttonville 
Creek and address storm water management and servicing 
capacity in advance or phased in conjunction with the completion of 
a subwatershed study for the lands west of Mississauga Road in 
accordance with Section 4.14.2 of the City's Official Plan. 

o	 4.13.3.13.2 vii) - That the proposed development will result in a 
satisfactory contribution towards achieving the population servicing, 
majoroffice and employment land the 2031 population and 
employment targets set out for North West Brampton and the City 
as a whole. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the Ministry of Transportation has initiated a 
formal Environmental Assessment process for the GTA West Corridor. The 
lands identified in the Osmington proposal are located within the GTA West 
Corridor Environmental Assessment Study Area and have been identified as one 
of the "pinch points" in the study area. Thus, the Region should ensure thatthe 
City of Brampton addresses the GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment 
as part of any studies, analyses or assessments in Northwest Brampton. The 
Region of Peel and the City of Brampton should work collaboratively with the 
Province to ensure that appropriate policies are put in place to protect future 
transportation corridors to support the projected growth as required by the 
Provincial Policy Statement and the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe. 

Page 3 of4 
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If you have any questions regarding the above matter, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at 416-585-6583. 

Sincerely 

P, RPP
 
lanning Projects
 

Jill Hogan, Planning Project Manager, City of Brampton 
Steven Strong, District Planner, Ministry of Natural Resources 
Heather Doyle, Senior Planner and Policy Advisor, Ministry of 
Transportation 

Page 4 of4 
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77ie Region ()/Pcl-/ u the proud recipient ofthe National Quality Institute Order ofP Region of Peel Excellence, Quality; the National Quality Institute Canada Award ofExcellence Gold Award, 
Healthy Workplace; anda 2008IPAC/Deloitte Public Sector Leadership Gold Award. 

November 26, 2010 

Jill Hogan, MCIP, RPP 
Planning Project Manger, North West Brampton 
Planning, Design and Development Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, ON L6Y 4R2 

RE:	 Region of Peel Comments - Revised Official Plan Amendment 
10124 Mississauga Road 
Proposed Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
City File: P24 RE & C05W11.004 
City of Brampton 

Dear Ms. Hogan, 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the revised Local Official Plan Amendment application 
and the City of Brampton proposed three phased planning process. The revised Local Official 
Plan Amendment application proposes to remove the subject lands from the Heritage Heights 
Secondary Plan and add them to the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan as a Special Policy Area. 
Regional staff are pleased to offer the following preliminary comments for further discussion 
between City of Brampton and Region of Peel Staff. 

Revised Local Official Plan Amendment: 

Approval Authority 
Upon initial consideration, in order for the Secondary Plan boundary amendment to occur, the 
existing identification of the subject lands will need to be removed or altered on Schedules C, D 
and E in the Region of Peel Official Plan. Glen Schnarr & Associates on behalf of Osmington Inc. 
have filed an application to amend the Region of Peel Official Plan in March 2010. Additionally, 
the need for Regional Approval of the Local Official Plan Amendment will have to be clarified 
through further discussions. 

Transportation Corridor Protection: 

The subject land fall within a transportation corridor protection area as identified on Schedule E 
of the Regional Official Plan (the OMB has not yet had the opportunity to consider appeals to this 
matter). Discussions are currently taking place between the Halton Peel Boundary Area 
Transportation Study (HPBATS) partner municipalities, being Halton Region, the Town of Halton 
Hills, the City of Brampton, the Region of Peel and the Town of Caledon regarding a 
Memorandum of Understanding for the Environmental Assessment(s) required to determine the 
alignment of the HPBATS recommended road network. As such, the impacts of this revised Local 
Official Plan Amendment on the transportation corridor protection area, and their 
interconnections, will need to be assessed for implications to both Peel and Brampton's Official 
Plans. 

Public Works 

10 PeelCentre Dr., SuiteA, Brampton, ON L6T 4B9 
Tel: 905-791 -7800 www.peelregion.ca 

http:www.peelregion.ca
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Northwest Brampton Policy Area (Protection of Shale Resource): 
As a result of the OMB decision on Regional Official Plan Amendment No. 15, the subject property 
is currently affected by a minimum 10 year development moratorium to allow for the possibility 
of aggregate extraction. The Region, City and the Province will all need to have a role in 
determining how this revised Official Plan Amendment affects existing policies in the Region of 
Peel and City of Brampton Official Plans resulting from prior OMB decisions. 

Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan - Subwatershed Study: 

The Osmington lands are within the Huttonville Creek Subwatershed which is part of the 
subwatershed study area for the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. It is our understanding that 
the Credit Valley Conservation Authority (CVC) has outstanding issues with the Subwatershed 
study for the Mount Pleasant Secondary. Additionally, the Terms of Reference for the 
Subwatershed Study for the Heritage Heights Secondary Plan are currently being developed. 
Given the current status of both studies comments provided by the CVC, dated November 5, 
2010 should be taken into consideration and further assessment of the Subwatershed Studies 

occur regarding implications to both Peel and Brampton Official Plans. 

Servicing:
 

There is currently no sanitary sewer or water service available within the vicinity of the proposed
 
subject lands. It is anticipated that the proposed 1200mm diameter sanitary trunk sewer on
 
Mississauga Road will be in service approximately in 2012. Additionally, in 2013 and 2014 the
 
Region proposed to construct a watermain on Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive respectively.
 
There is no predicted in-service date for these watermains.
 

City of Brampton proposed three phased planning process: 

Considering the significant land-use policy implications of the revised Local Official Plan 
amendment, there is a need for further discussion to clarify the preliminary issues identified 
above.	 It is recommended that collectively the Region of Peel and the City of Brampton explore 
these issues and the timing of the related planning approvals processes. 

jfr'U{l\MtiAAJ-^ 

Christina Iulianetti 

Development Services | Public Works 
T: 905-791-7800 ext. 4710 

F: 905-791-7920 

E: Christina.iulianettitcftpeelreqion.ca 

cc:	 Tom Slomke, Development Services 
Andrea Warren, Development Services 

Public Works 

10 Peel Centre Dr., Suite A, Brampton, ON L6T 4B9 
Tel: 905-791-7800 www.peelregion.ca 
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For Information 

DATE: January 4, 2011 

REPORT TITLE: REGIONAL OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT APPLICATION (ROP 10-001) 
OSMINGTON INC. TO ESTABLISH A NEW MIXED-USE REGIONAL 

CENTRE 

CITY OF BRAMPTON, WARD 6 

FROM: Dan Labrecque, Commissioner of Public Works 

OBJECTIVE 

To inform Council of a private Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) application for lands 
located within the North West Brampton Urban Development Area. In addition, this report 
provides a preliminary identification of the Regional Planning issues and the anticipated process 
for considering the related planning applications. 

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS 

•	 Osmington Inc. has filed a Regional Official Plan Amendment application to support the 
proposed use of a site, located northwest of Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive in the 
Cityof Brampton, for a mixed-use Regional Centre. 

•	 A Regional Official Plan Amendment is required to support the proposal. 
•	 Region of Peel Official Plan Policy 5.3.4.2.2 (f) (v) establishes a moratorium on the 

development of lands within this area until at least December 2016 for the protection and 
potential use of shale resources in advance of urban development. 

•	 This policy originates from an Ontario Municipal Board Decision on ROPA 15, which 
established the North West Brampton Urban Development Area. 

•	 Concurrent applications have been made to the City of Brampton for an associated Local 
Official Plan Amendment and Rezoning Application. 

•	 Osmington Inc. proposes to move the subject property out of the Heritage Heights 
Secondary Plan Area and intothe Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan Area. 

•	 Regional staff is working together with City of Brampton staff on the processing of these 
applications and as such are not recommending proceeding to a Public Meeting until at 
least Phase 2 of the City's process for the associated Local Official Plan Amendment. 

DISCUSSION 

1.	 Background 

On March 2, 2010 Glen Schnarr & Associates, on behalf of Osmington Inc. filed an 
application to amend the Region of Peel Official Plan. The property is located on the west 

V-01-002 09/03 
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January 4, 2011 
REGIONAL OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT APPLICATION (ROP 10-001) - OSMINGTON 
INC. TO ESTABLISH A NEW MIXED-USE REGIONAL CENTRE 
CITY OF BRAMPTON, WARD 6 

side of Mississauga Road, north of Bovaird Drive. See Appendix I for a map of the subject 
property. 

The purpose of the Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) is to seek a site-specific 
exemption from Region of Peel Official Plan Policy 5.3.4.2.2 (f) (v) and associated 
schedules, including: 

•	 Schedule C: To remove the lands from the High Potential Mineral Aggregate 
Resource Area 

•	 Schedule D: To remove the lands from the Northwest Brampton Urban Development 
Area 

•	 Schedule E: To remove the lands from Conceptual North-South Corridor/Bramwest 
Parkway Study Area (currently before the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB)) 

In brief, ROP Policy 5.3.4.2.2 (f) (v) provides for a minimum 10 year waiting period (expiring 
in December 2016) for the protection and potential use of shale resources in the North West 
Brampton Policy Area in advance of urban development. 

In addition to the ROPA, concurrent applications have been made by the same applicant to 
the City of Brampton for an associated Local Official Plan Amendment (LOPA) and 
Rezoning. The LOPA has been revised from its original submission and now proposes to 
amend the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan to include the Osmington Inc. lands within its 
boundaries as a Special Policy Area - recognizing the linkage between the Osmington lands 
and the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub; thereby proposing to remove the lands from the 
Heritage Heights Secondary Plan Area. 

2. Proposed Development 

This is a mixed-use development including retail, office, hotel, open spaces, residential and 
community uses. It is proposed to include both an indoor shopping centre and an outdoor 
retail promenade. The site is planned to be developed in three phases: 

Phase 1 (Initial development) 
•	 Enclosed Regional Retail Centre encompassing over one million square feet of retail 

space; and 
•	 Promenade street retail space to complement the enclosed Regional Retail Centre, 

in excess of 140,000 square feet of retail space. 

Phase 1 B (Office Development) 
•	 Individual retail pads as an interim use of approximately 90,000 square feet of retail 

space; and 
•	 Office development of approximately 300,000 square feet of space. 

Phase 2 (Full Build-Out) 
•	 Addition of a hotel with approximately 350 rooms; 
•	 Medium and high density residential development of approximately 2,000 units. 
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REGIONAL OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT APPLICATION (ROP 10-001) - OSMINGTON 
INC. TO ESTABLISH A NEW MIXED-USE REGIONAL CENTRE 
CITY OF BRAMPTON, WARD 6 

3. Preliminary Assessment of Regional Issues 

Regional staff have identified the following key Regional planning andservice delivery 
issues and have advised City of Brampton of such: 

Transportation Corridor Protection: 

The subject lands fall within a transportation corridor protection area as identified on 
Schedule E of the ROP (the OMB has not yet had the opportunity to consider appeals to 
ROPA 16 on this matter). Discussions are currently taking place between the Halton Peel 
Boundary Area Transportation Study (HPBATS) partner municipalities, being Halton Region, 
the Town of Halton Hills, the City of Brampton, the Region of Peel and the Town of Caledon 
regarding a Memorandum of Understanding for the Environmental Assessment(s) required 
to determine the alignment of the HPBATS recommended road network. As such, the 
impacts of this development proposal on the transportation corridor protection area will need 
to be assessed. 

North West Brampton Urban Development Areas - Protection of Shale Resources: 

As a result of the Ontario Municipal Board decision on ROPA 15 (to include the North West 
Brampton lands within the Regional Urban Boundary), the subject property is currently 
affected by a minimum 10 year development moratorium to allow for the possibility of 
aggregate extraction (until at least December 2016). The Region, City, and the Province will 
all have a role in determining how the Osmington Inc. development proposal affects existing 
policies in the Region of Peel and City of Brampton Official Plans resulting from the prior 
OMB decision and in assessing the suitability of the proposal. 

Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan - Subwatershed Study: 

The Osmington Inc. lands are within the Huttonville Creek Subwatershed and are part of the 
subwatershed study area for the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. This subwatershed study 
is not yet complete. Additionally, the Terms of Reference for the Subwatershed Study for the 
Heritage Heights Secondary Plan is currently being developed. Given the current status of 
both subwatershed studies - it is expected that the Credit Valley Conservation Authority 
(CVC) will identify natural environmental protection issues to be taken into consideration 
when evaluating the merits of the planning applications with the Region and the City. 

Servicing 

There is currently no sanitary sewer or water service available within the vicinity of the 
subject lands. It is anticipated that a 1200 mm (47 inches) diameter sanitary trunk sewer on 
Mississauga Road will be in service sometime in 2012. Additionally, in 2013 and 2014 the 
Region plans to construct watermains on Mississauga Road and Bovaird Drive respectively. 
There is no predicted in-service date for these watermains. 
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January 4, 2011 
REGIONAL OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT APPLICATION (ROP 10-001) -OSMINGTON 
INC. TO ESTABLISH A NEW MIXED-USE REGIONAL CENTRE 
CITY OF BRAMPTON, WARD 6 

4. Planning Approvals Process 

Given the integrated nature ofthe three planning applications, it is anticipated that the timing 
of any potential approvals will need to be closely coordinated between the Region of Peel 
and the City of Brampton. At this early stage in consideration of the ROPA, it is envisioned 
that the approval process should be informed by the Cityof Brampton's determination on the 
suitability of the proposed land use, because the ROPA is in essence a policy exemption 
that is required in order to facilitate the use. 

The application and supporting information has been circulated to the Province, the area 
municipalities, Credit Valley Conservation, and other interested agencies for their 
preliminary comment. 

Attached as Appendix II is a City of Brampton Council report that provides a status update 
and outlines a three-phase planning approvals process (see Appendix II, PW-A2-18) for the 
LOPA. In short, Phase 1 constitutes a feasibility analysis; Phase 2 will require detailed 
study assessments resulting in a further detailed LOPA to establish specific land uses and a 
Secondary Plan policy framework; and Phase 3 involves the processing of detailed planning 
applications necessary to support this development proposal. 

Typically the next step in the ROPA approvals process would be for staff to recommend that 
Council hold a statutory public meeting. However, given the integrated nature of the ROPA 
and LOPA and the process that the City of Brampton has established for the LOPA, staff are 
of the opinion that there is merit in waiting for an appropriate point in time during the City's 
Phase 2 before making such a recommendation to Council. This will assist in ensuring that 
both the ROPA and LOPA approvals processes work together. 

Staff will continue to work with City of Brampton staff to coordinate the approvals process for 
the Regional and local planning applications and in evaluating the merits of the applications. 
Regional staff will continue to keep Regional Council apprised of key milestones/outcomes. 
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TOWN OF 

HALTON HILLS
 
Working Together Working for You! 

December 21,2010 

Jill Hogan 
•City of Brampton 

Planning Department 
2 Wellington Street W. 
Brampton, ON L6Y 4R2 

Dear Ms. Hogan, 

Re: Report No. PDS-2010-0095 - Recommendation Report - City of 
Brampton Proposed Official Amendment - Osmington Regional 
Retail/Mixed Use Centre 

Please be advised that Council for the Town ofHalton Hills at its meeting of 
Thursday, December 16th, 2010 adopted the following Recommendation: 

Recommendation No. GC-2010-0251 (Resolution No. 2010-0268 ) 

THAT Report No. PDS-2010-0095, dated November 23, 2010, regarding 
the City of Brampton Proposed Official Plan Amendment - Osmington 
Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre be received; 

AND FURTHER THAT this report be circulated to the City of Brampton 
and considered as the Town of Halton Hills formal comments identifying 
issues of concern related to transportation matters, specifically 
maintaining the integrity of the next phases of the HPBATS Environmental 
Assessment and ensuring that there is adequate transportation capacity to 
accommodate the proposal, and potential impacts on Halton Hills existing 
and planned commercial hierarchy; 

AND FURTHER THAT staff continue to monitor the three phase planning 
process proposed for the Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre 
development and report to Council on any matters that may have 
implications for the Town; 

AND FURTHER THAT a copy of this report be forwarded to the Region of 
Peel, and the Region of Halton. 

CARRIED 

I Halton Hills Drive, Halton Hills, Ontario L7G 5G2 

Tel: 905-873-2601 Toll Free: 1-877-712-2205 Fax:905-873-2347 Web: www.haltonhills.ca 
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As per the above recommendation attached for your information is a copy of 
Report No. PDS-2010-0095. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Tara 
Buonpensiero of our Planning, Development and Sustainability Department at 
(905) 873-2601 ext 2214. 

Renee Brown 

Council and Committee Services Coordinator 

: attachment 

c.	 Mr. Ron Glenn, Director of Planning Services - Halton Region 
Mr. Haiquing Xu, Manager of Planning Policy - Halton Region 
Mr. Tim Dennis, Halton Region 
Town Clerk, Region of Peel 
Ms. Tara Buopensiero, Planner- Policy - Town of Halton Hills (letter only) 
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REPORT 

REPORT TO: Mayor Bonnette and Members of Council 

REPORT FROM: Tara Buonpensiero, Planner-Policy 

DATE: November 23, 2010 

REPORT NO.: PDS-2010-0095 

Recommendation Report - City of Brampton Proposed
RE: Official Plan Amendment - Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed 

Use Centre 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PDS-2010-0095, dated November 23, 2010, regarding the City of 
Brampton Proposed Official Plan Amendment - Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use 
Centre be received; 

AND FURTHER THAT this report be circulated to the City of Brampton and considered 
as the Town of Halton Hills formal comments identifying issues of concern related to 
transportation matters, specifically maintaining the integrity of the next phases of the 
HPBATS Environmental Assessment and ensuring that there is adequate transportation
capacity to accommodate the proposal, and potential impacts on Halton Hills existing
and planned commercial hierarchy; 

AND FURTHER THAT staff continue to monitor the three phase planning process
proposed for the Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre development and report 
to Council on any matters that may have implications for the Town; 

AND FURTHER THAT a copy of this report be forwarded to the Region of Peel, and the 
Region of Halton. 

BACKGROUND:
 

First Circulation (Mav 2010) 

In May of 2010, the City of Brampton circulated an Application to Amend the Official 
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Plan and Zoning By-law to permit a three phase mixed-use development on an 88 
acres (35.45 hectare) parcel of land at the north west quadrant of Mississauga Road 
and Bovaird Drive West within the Heritage Heights Community. The location of the 
subject property can be seen on Schedule A attached. The subject lands are not within 
an approved secondary plan and are currently designated North West Urban 
Development Area, Corridor Protection Area, North West Brampton Policy Area and 
Open Space in the City of Brampton Official Plan. The Official Plan designations for 
the Heritage Heights Community can be seen on Schedule B attached. 

North West Brampton is comprised of three Secondary Plan Areas including the Mount 
Pleasant Secondary Plan (SP-51), the Huttonville North Secondary Plan (SP-52), and 
the Mount Pleasant West Secondary Plan (SP-53). The Mount Pleasant Secondary 
Plan is the first area of development in North West Brampton and was adopted by 
Brampton Council in February 2010. The remaining two secondary plans are commonly 
referred to as Heritage Heights Community. The subject property is located within the 
Huttonville North Secondary Plan in the Heritage Heights Community. The property also 
abuts the approved Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. 

Development of the Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre is proposed to be 
implemented through three phases as follows: 

Phase 1 (Initial Development) 
• Enclosed regional retail centre (over 1,000,000 square feet) 
• Promenade street retail space (approximately 140,000 square feet) 

Phase 1B (Office Development) 
• Individual retail pads as an interim use (approximately 90,000 square feet) 
• Office development (approximately 300,000 square feet) 

Phase 2 (Full Build-out) 
• A hotel (approximately 350 rooms) 
• Medium and high density residential uses (approximately 2,000 units) 

In response to the May 2010 circulation, Town staff comments were provided to the City 
of Brampton in a letter dated September 16, 2010 attached to this report as Schedule 
C. The three main concerns outlined in the letter are summarized below: 

1. North South Corridor Protection 

The Planning Justification Report, prepared by the proponent's consultant states that 
although the Osmington lands are located within the North South Corridor Protection 
Area, it is appropriate that the subject lands be approved for the proposed Regional 
Centre in advance of the establishment of the new corridor. Further the Report states 
that the subject lands represent a suitable and necessary separation distance between 
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the existing Mississauga Road and the future North South Corridor. Town staff identified 
concern with this conclusion and provided comments to the City of Brampton advising
that any development approval on the subject property is premature pending completion
of Phases 3 and 4 of the Environmental Assessment for the Halton Peel Boundary Area 
Transportation Study (HPBATS). 

2. Shale Resources 

The subject lands are within the North West Brampton Policy Area (NWBPA) which is 
intended to provide for the protection and the potential use of shale. Both local and 
regional polices specify that lands in the NWBPA are to be protected for 10 years, and 
further that the NWBPA area could be reviewed prior to the 10 year period if the Region
receives a written request from the Province. Town staff provided comments stating that 
approval of an Official Plan Amendment which removes these lands from the NWBPA in 
advance of the 10 year period and in the absence ofany such written request from the 
Province appears to be premature. 

3. Retail Trade Area 

The proponent submitted a Retail Market Potential and Impact Analysis Study to 
support the Official Plan Amendment. That study concluded that the proposed Trade 
Area for the Regional retail centre encompasses a large portion of Halton Hills. Town 
staffadvised Brampton that the Town will be conducting a further review to understand 
any implications of this proposal on the Town's existing and planned commercial 
hierarchy, and we would follow up on this matteras appropriate. 

Second Circulation (October 2010) 

In October 2010, a second circulation was received from the City of Brampton which 
proposes a three phase planning process for the Osmington Inc. development 
application as follows: 

Phase 1 - Feasibility Analysis and Secondary Plan Structure 

As part of Phase 1, a revised draft Official Plan Amendment has been prepared which 
identifies the Osmington Inc. lands as a 'Special Policy Area' in the Brampton Official 
Plan and revises the Mount PleasantSecondary Plan (SP-51) to include the Osmington 
Inc. lands within it geographic boundaries. The draft Amendment also includes a policy 
that outlines a number of elements that the subsequent Official Plan Amendment (the 
Amendment that proposes land use designations) will need to demonstrate including 
that the development: 

•	 Can be integrated with the City and Region's transit objectives; 

•	 Will be planned in accordance with the principles of transitoriented development; 

•	 Can provide for the protection of property to facilitate the planning and 
development of the North South Transportation Corridor; 
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•	 Is appropriate to be removed from the shale protection policy; 

•	 Protects natural heritage features and associated ecological functions and 
linkages and addresses storm water management and servicing capacity; 

•	 Will result in a satisfactory contribution towards the population serving, major 
officeand employment land targets for North West Brampton and CityWide; and, 

•	 Satisfies cost sharing obligations. 

The Official Plan Amendment does not propose to change the underlying land use 
designations (North West Urban Development Area, Corridor Protection Area, North 
West Brampton Policy Area and Open Space) as it is anticipated that the land uses will 
be designated through a second Official Plan Amendment. The City of Brampton staff 
report states that "the purpose of this amendment is to allowthe Osmington proposal to 
be evaluated within the context of an approved Secondary Plan area recognizing the 
logical linkage between the Osmington landsand the Mount Pleasant Mobility Hub". 

Through Phase 1, Brampton staff will further analyze the feasibility of adjusting the 
current Secondary Plan structure to include the Osmington Inc. lands within the Mount 
Pleasant Secondary Plan. Comments received from the circulation of the draft Official 
Plan Amendment will also be considered. Brampton staff are proposing to report back 
to Brampton Council early in 2011 on the results of Phase 1 and make a 
recommendation as to whether the application should proceed to a statutory public 
meeting and then onto Phase 2. 

Phase 2 - Detailed Study Assessment/Official Plan Amendment 

Phase 2 requires a detailed assessment of the following studies submitted in support of 
the Osmington Inc. development application including: 

•	 Shale Resources; 

•	 Market Study; 

•	 Employment/Tourism; 

•	 Corridor Protection; and, 

•	 Environmental Planning. 

At the conclusion of Phase 2, Brampton staff will make a recommendation on a further 
detailed Official Plan Amendment to establish specific land uses and a policy framework 
in the Secondary Plan. 

Phase 3 - Detailed Application Processing 

Through Phase 3, Brampton staff will conduct an assessment to determine if the 
development application has demonstrated compliance with the elements outlined in 
Phase 1 above and make a recommendation on the Official Plan Amendment. 

COMMENTS: 
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As mentioned above, the Official Plan Amendment being circulated as part of Phase 1 
is proposing to include the Osmington Inc. lands within a 'Special Policy Area' and also 
to include the lands within the boundaries of the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan. It 
does not propose to remove any of the underlying land use designations at this time. 

Staff remain concerned that development approval on the subject lands could 
jeopardize the integrity of the Environmental Assessment Process for the Halton Peel 
Boundary Area Transportation Study. Recognizing that one of the criteria being 
reviewed through Phase 2 of the planning process is that a subsequent Official Plan 
Amendment must demonstrate the protection of property to facilitate the planning and 
development of a North South Transportation Corridor, staff wish to reiterate that it is 
premature to remove the subject property from Corridor Protection in advance of the 
completion of Phases 3 and 4 of the Halton Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study. 

Region of Peel Amendment 15, which was an amendment to extend the Regional Urban 
Boundary to include North West Brampton, required that North West Brampton be 
phased to identify the area and amount of development in North West Brampton that 
can be supported by the existing and planned arterial road network and transit systems, 
exclusive of a North South Transportation Corridor. Since these lands were not 
originally contemplated within the approved Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan, supporting 
information must be provided to demonstrate that the additional traffic generated from 
the development can be accommodated by existing and proposed infrastructure, 
exclusive of the North South Corridor. 

Since comments were provided to Brampton on the first circulation in September 2010, 
staff retained W. Scott Morgan to conduct a broad overview of the implications of the 
proposed Osmington Regional City Centre in Brampton on Halton Hills existing and 
planned commercial hierarchy. It is anticipated that the results of that analysis will be 
provided to the Town by the end of 2010. 

In the event that the results of W. Scott Morgan's assessment identifies matters of 
concern related to Halton Hills existing and planned commercial hierarchy, staff will 
identify these concerns to Council through a subsequent staff report and provide 
additional comments to the City of Brampton. 

In light of the policy framework related to the protection of shale within the NWBPA, 
comments should be sought from the Region of Peel and the Province related to the 
proposal to remove the Osmington Inc. lands from the NWBPA in advance of the 10 
year shale protection period outlined in the local and regional policies. 
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RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This report relates to the following elements of the Strategic Plan under the Strategic 
Priority of Providing Responsive, Effective Municipal Government: 

• To provide leadership and advocacy on issues of importance to our community. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

There is no direct financial impact associated with the preparation of this report. The 
costs associated with the review being undertaken by W. Scott Morgan are being 
funded from the Planning Development and Sustainability Department's approved 2010 
Operating Budget. 

COMMUNICATIONS IMPACT: 

Through the recommendations of this report, staff are seeking direction to forward this 
report to the City of Brampton, the Region of Peel and the Region of Halton. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: 

Environmental issues will be further reviewed through Brampton's proposed three 
phase planning process and Phases 3 and 4 of the Environmental Assessment for the 
HPBATS. 

CONSULTATION: 

The Osmington Inc. development proposal has been discussed with Infrastructure 
Services, Legal Counsel and the Region of Halton. 

CONCLUSION: 

This report apprises Council of the two circulations the Town has received related to the 
proposed Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre, summarizes the staff level 
comments provided to the City of Brampton in response to the first circulation, and 
recommends additional comments be forwarded to the City of Brampton when 
considering the three phase planning process proposed for the Osmington development 
application. 

Issues of concern identified by staff are related to transportation matters, specifically 
maintaining the integrity of the next phases of the HPBATS Environmental Assessment 
and ensuring that there is adequate transportation capacity to accommodate the 
proposal, and potential impacts on Halton Hills existing and planned commercial 
hierarchy. 
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Staff will continue to monitor Brampton's planning process related to the proposed 
Osmington Regional Retail/Mixed Use Centre and report to Council on anymatters that 
may have implications for the Town. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Axa (horpf^y /} j~h
Tara Buonpensiero; MCIP, RPP
 
Planner - Policy
 

GUa-^1 
MacLean, MCIP, RPP Dennis Y. Pertfn 

ector of Planning, Development Chief Administrative Officer 
d Sustainability 
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Schedule B to Report PDS-2010-0095 
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Schedule C to Report PDS-2010-0095 

wnrw town of 

<fm> HALTON HILLS 
-•--•Jim Wtrking Totelkcr Working for You! 

September 16,2010	 No. 10-104 

City of Brampton 
Planning Design and Development Department 
2 WellingtonStreet West, 
Brampton, ON, L6Y 4R2 

Attn:	 Michelle Gervais, Development Planner 

Re:	 Notice ofApplication and RequestforComments
 
Application toAmend the Official Plan and Zoning By-law
 
Glen Schnarr&Associates Inc. - Osmington Inc.
 
Part of Lot 11, Concession 5, W.H.S.
 
10124 Mississauga Road
 

Dear Ms. Gervais: 

Thank you very much forproviding a copy ofthe application to Amend the Official Plan and 
Zoning By-law, and supporting studies forthe above noted lands. 

Upon reviewing the information provided, please find below commentsfrom Town of Halton 
Hill's staff on the Glen Schnarr & Associates Inc. - Osmington Inc. development 
application. 

Since the subject lands are within the North South Corridor Protection Area, development 
approval on these lands could prejudice the future location of a transportation corridor. Any 
development approval on the subject property is premature pending completion of Phases 
3 and 4 of the Environmental Assessment for the Halton Peel Boundary Area 
Transportation Study. 

As you are aware, the subject lands are within the North West Brampton Policy Area 
(NWBPA) which is intended to provide for the protection and the potential use of shale, and 
both local and Regional polices specify that there will be "no amendment to the areal 
extend of the NWBPA or to theassociated policy framework for at least 10years from the 
date of approval of this policy" (which would be 2016). The policies also state that the 

1 Halton Hills Drive, Halton Hills, Ontario L7G 5G2 

Tel: 905-873-2601 Toll Free: 1-877-712-2205 Fax:905-873-2347 Web: www.haItonhilIs.ca 
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Schedule C to Report PDS-2010-0095 

NWBPA area could be reviewed prior to the 10 year period if the Region receives a written 
request from the Province. Approval of an Official Plan Amendment removing these lands 
from the Special Policy Area in advance of the 10 year period, and in the absence of any
suchwritten request from the Province appears to be premature. 

The Retail Market Potential and Impact Analysis Study indicates that the proposed Trade 
Area for the Regional retail centre encompasses a large portion of Halton Hills. We will be 
conducting a further review to understand any implications of this proposal on the Town"s 
existing and planned commercial hierarchy, and we will follow up on this matter as 
appropriate. 

Should you have any questions on the comments contained herein, please contact the 
undersigned. 

Yours truly, 

jcuja 6jo^2^osuuo 
Tara Buonpensiero, MCIP, RPP
 
Planner - Policy
 
Town of Halton Hills 
(905)873-2601 ext2214 
tarab@haltonhills.ca 

c.	 Jeffrey Wilker (Thomson Rogers)
 
R.Glenn, H. Xu, S. Partridge, T. Dennis (Region ofHalton)
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November 5, 2010 

Jil! Hogan 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington Street West 
Brampton, ON 
L6Y 4R2 

Dear Mrs. Hogan: 

Re: Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment 
City of Brampton File no. P25 RE and C05W11.004 
Osmington Inc. - 10124 Mississauga Rd. 
City of Brampton 

It is our understanding the subject application proposes to amend the Mount Pleasant Secondary Plan (Area 51) 
to include the lands referred to as the 'Osmington lands' within it geographical boundaries. As you are aware, in 
an effort to coordinate these Secondary Planning issues with the information provided through the previously 
submitted applications (ROP-10-001, OPA 10/004 and OZ 10/004), Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) staff 
placed the review of the site specific information on hold. 

Site Specific Planning Applications 

Please note that CVC staff continues to have outstanding concerns with the site specific information provided in 
the above referenced applications. To adequately address these concerns some modifications to the proposed 
concept plan may be required. As outlined in our correspondence dated June 21, 2010, these concerns include 
the proposed limits of development, valleyland encroachment, woodland removal, modifications to the unnamed 
tributary on site, affects on flooding and erosion hazards, impacts to fish habitat and proposed mitigation 
measures among other engineering and ecology related items. 

Note that CVC staff has recently received a reply to those comments (prepared by Sernas Associates, dated 
September 24, 2010). However, consistent with direction provided by City staff our review of this information 
has been placed on hold until these broader planning issues are resolved. 

Proposed Secondary Plan Amendment 

It is understood that the draft Secondary Plan Amendment does not propose to establish land uses for the subject 
property, but sets out the context for the processing of subsequent planning applications prior to development. 
As it relates to CVC's interests, it continues to be our expectation that a natural heritage system (NHS) for West 
Huttonville Creek be designated in conformity with an approved subwatershed study as pail of any Official Plan 
Amendment (including secondary plan amendments) affecting this site. 

In this regard, it continues to be our preference that the NHS and management strategies for West Huttonville 
Creek be developed through the Heritage Heights Subwatershed study. However, CVC staff expects that either 
option will result in the designation of an NHS and provide management strategies to protect, enhance and 
restore the system based on a subwatershed study completed as part of any OPA affecting this site (including 
secondary plan amendment) to the satisfaction of CVC. Credit Valley Conservation staff continues to believe 
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November 5, 2010 
Re:	 Request for Comments - Proposed Official Plan Amendment 

City of Brampton File no. P25 RE and C05W11.004 
Osmington Inc. - 10124 Mississauga Rd. 
City of Brampton 

this approach is appropriate considering the City's commitment to establish an NHS through the secondary 
planning process consistent with existing City of Brampton Official Plan (Section 4.14) and Region of Peel 
Official Plan (Section 5.3.4) policies. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned at (905) 670-1615 extension 289 should you have any 
questions. 

Josh Campbell MES, MCIP, RPP 
Senior Planner 

/rf 

cc:	 Andrea Warren, Region of Peel 

Michelle Gervais, City of Brampton 

Colin Chung
 
Glen Schnarr and Associates
 

10 Kingsbridge Garden Circle, Suite 700
 
Mississauga, ON
 
L9T3C1
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Appendix 'D'
 

Concept Plan - Mattamy (Credit River) Limited
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